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• Carbonfibre technology
with graphite crossbar,
centre section and divesticks make the CSX
stronger and safer while
reducing drag through
eliminating kingpost and
lufflines
• "Sail Propensity" (SP)*
• Extended high speed
glide ratio due to Moyes
deflexor system
• Springtip battens fitted
into fully enclosing
pockets produce a clean,
smooth trailing edge
decreasing drag

is the official publication of the
Hang Gliding Federation of Australia
and appears 6 times per year as a service
to members. For non-members living in
Australia the yearly subscription fee is
A$55. Overse.as subscription sent by
Economy Air is A$70, by Airmail A$90.
Cheques should be made payable to and
sentto the HGFA.
Contributions are always needed. Articles,
photo§raphs and illustrations are all
welcome although the edi~or and the
HGFA Board reserve the rightto edit or
delete contributions where necessary.
Articles of unknown origin will not be
published. All contributions should be
accompanied by the contributor's name,
address and HGFA number for verification
purposes. Neither the HGFA nor the editor
assume responsibility for the material or
opinions presented in Skysailor.
Copyright in Skysailor is vested in the
HGFA. Copyright in articles and other
contributions is vested in each of the
authors in respect of their contribution.
Skvsailor Contributions
Please send all articles, photos and ads to:
Skysailor - Suzy Gneist
PO Box 197 Helensburgh NSW 2508
Phone & fax (042) 943732 (9am to 5pm)
Email: skysail@ozemail.com.au
http://www.ozemail.com.aurskysail/
All photos and materials will be returned
after publication if a stamped, self
addressed envelope is supplied.
DEADLINE FOR NEXT ISSUE
Deadline for articles is the 21 st of February,
6 weeks prior to publication. Deadline
for classifieds, news, display ads is the
1st of March, 4 weeks prior to publication.
Missing Magazines
Please contactthe HGFA office in Tumut
on (069) 472888 for changes of address
and mailing of missing magazines.
Advertising Rates
Classified ads are to be mailed, faxed or
ema iled to the editor and are free to
. financial members - please quote your
membership number. Advertising rates
and mechanical specifications are
available on request. All ads to be paid
prior to publication. Special typesetting
incurs an extra cost.
Please use classifieds form for bookings.
Credits
Cover:

Petri Pussinen towing at Hay
Photo: Doug Jones
Design:
Suzy Gneist
Film, Printing: NCP Printing, Newcastle
Mailing:
ContacMail, Newcastle

The Hang Gliding Federation of Australia
is a member of Federation Aeronautique
Internationale (FAil through the Australian
Sport Aviation Confederation (ASAC).
The Hang Gliding Federation of Australia is
assisted by the Australian Sports Commission.

Hello from Telluride, USA. Photo: Tony Knight
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An apology to all those of you who tried to
fax their contributions to me between
Christmas and 3 January 1997. While I was
enjoying a well earned break in sunny
Queensland, a thunderstorm blew all the
fuses in the fax machine on Christmas Eve
and after our return it still took us a few
days to have it repaired.
The threat of closure hangs over Stanwell
Park: The Stanwell Park Club is asking all
pilots to oppose the Federal Government
proposal to locate the new international
airport at Holsworthy. Included in your
magazine is a pre-printed letter to the
Minister of Transport. Please sign this letter
and mail iUo the address at the top of it to
register your disapproval of the proposal.
Letters sent to the EIS Study (address below)
will also have significant impact. An airport
in the proposed location will not only force
the closure of our coastal sites in the area
but, in my opinion, also poses a great threat
to fauna and wildlife in the Holsworthy area
and threatens contamination of one of
Sydney's main catchment areas, Woronora
Dam. The benefits to this government seem
to me to be only short-term financial
savings at the cost of long-term
environmental and lifestyle destruction.
I urge everyone to voice their opposition
to this project.
Please write to the following addresses:
Second Sydney Airport EIS Study Team
PO Box 669, Liverpool NSW 2170
(they have to keep records of all objections)
The Hon. John Howard PM
Prime Minister
Parliament House, Canberra ACT 2600
The Hon. John Sharp MP
Minister for Transport
Parliament House, Canberra ACT 2600

On a lighter note: The flying at this year's
Nationals at Hay has proven that those
mythica l Aussie conditions don't just exist
in our glorified memories. Several World
Records were broken, most days saw as
many as forty pilots in goal and some of the
fastest and longest tasks ever were flown
in this year's compo Reports start page 4.
Fly High,

The HGFA Executive committee and
members wish to express their sympathy
to the family and friends of

Shane Maslen and John Van Loendersloot.
Both were involved as pilot and passenger
in a fatal microlight crash at Gloucester,
NSW on 21 December 1996. Details at
present are still unconfirmed, but it seems
that severe strong wind turbulence may
have played a principle part in the accident.

~

What a good job has been done with the
Skysailor Web Page. I have not had net
access for long, so it was great to see so
much about our sport on the net, particularly
the Skysailor and other club web sites.
Unfortunately, my first look at the Skysailor
page was after a friend told me about the
Holsworthy Airport Proposal.
It would be a tragedy of biblical proportions
if we were to lose Stanwell Park. It's always
sad to see any site close, but the closure of
Stanwell would be the biggest setback to
hang/paragliding in a long time. It would also
put a big hole in the local economy: No more
visiting pilots - no more financial input to the
local businesses. Stanwell is a site known not
- just throughout Australia but worldwide. Just
about every pilot visiting Australia wants to fly
Stanwell at least once and I'm sure Lawrence
Hargrave would turn in his grave if he knew
what was going on.
Thanks to the speed of the net, I have already
given printouts of this to other pilots here in
Newcastle. I will also bring it up at our next
club meeting, by which time I'm sure it will .be
widely known. I urge all fellow pilots to protest
this proposal strongly by individual means as
well as at club level. I will be sending a letter
to the Second Sydney Airport EIS Study team,
PO Box 669, Liverpool, NSW 2170.
If Stanwell closes it will cut the heart out of
Aussie hang/paragliding. I don't think that
there has been a day without gliders up at
Stanwell in a fine weather southeaster for
many years. It would be sickening to go there
one day in a 15kt southeaster on a nice sunny
weekend in summer and not ever see a glider
there again.
Scott Alder

~ Congratulations, Skysailor is getting better

and better, the bi-monthly editions make a lot
of sense and are a welcome change.
The Local Club Contacts list is a great idea.
Will it be in every issue?
Mike Warner

Maybe in every other issue. SG.
~

My wife and I recently returned from our
first visit to Australia. We are both paraglider
pilots with about one year's experience. Our
plan was to spend a few days flying at Stanwell
Park, then pack up the wings and head to
Cairns for some serious beach time. To our
disappointment Stanwell was not on, so we
started driving north. We found our way to
Lee Scott's High Adventure Airpark where,
once again, we were blown out. Although the
hospitality and accommodation were first rate,
we moved on, looking for good air. Arriving in
Noosa in a downpour, we telephoned local
pilot Jean-Luc Lejaille, a friend of a friend of
ours from the States. Jean-Luc promised that
if we stayed for a day or two we would get
some airtime. By then we only had little more
than a week left of our vacation and still
practically no flying. After a discussion on the
relative merits of gambling our entire holiday
on the possibility the weather would improve,
versus the certainty of warm sunny days on a
beach at the Great Barrier Reef, we made the
only logical decision: We stayed in Noosa. We
made the right choice. The weather did indeed
improve. Jean-Luc not only introduced us to
many of the local sites, he spent an entire
week flying with us, offering many helpful tips
on ground handling and flying in high wind
coastal conditions, sometimes from very tight
launch areas. We had many wonderful flights
and returned home much better pilots. It is our
hope to return to Australia for more flying in 1997.
We'd like to thank the HGFA for making it so
easy for visiting pilots to obtain flying privileges.
Coming from a place where bureaucracy and
regulations can overpower all but the most
determined, we were grateful for the efficient
and reasonable means of joining your
Federation. We'd like to thank all the friendly
and helpful pilots we met during our stay,
including Graham, Peter, Gerard and Monty.
Special thanks to Jean-Luc, an excellent pilot,
host and representative of the Australian flying
community. Without his promise we would ·
have missed some to the best flying in the world.

Mike and Kim Galvin
2 Skysailor
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In January '97, it has been 21 years since
my husband, Nick Gardner, started flying.
Publishing the enclosed photo may embarrass
him, but after 12 years as a 'Hangy's Widow",
it would be a great pay back for me.
Thanks, Joanne Gardner

~

I ask all HGFA members, but especially
those who live in the Sydney basin and those
who have flown Stanwell Park or the Illawarra
Escarpment, to find 15 minutes, a pen and an
envelope and either use the enclosed form or
your own simple and direct words to advise
the Commonwealth and NSW State
Governments that the proposal to site a new
airport at Holsworthy or any other site that
threatens your flying is not acceptable. Your
action is needed to prevent another short
sighted piece of political appeasement that
will not solve Sydney's long term transport .
needs, but will cost the world one of its great
hang gliding and paragliding sites.
Rohan Grant
President, HGFA
Treasurer, ASAC
~ In the December issue Tony Gates made

some valid points about the difficulties novice
pilots have making the "jump" from Restricted
to Intermediate standard and the apparent
lack of support from more experienced pilots.
Unfortunately, this is justthe sort of "cause
and effect" referred to by Ian Jarman and
others in the last few months which has the
potential to limit the sport's growth or even
cause us to go backwards.
Although '! started flying in May 1976, I've had
two breaks from the sport for family and other
reasons - about 2 years in the early 80's and
over 4 years from '91 to '96. Each time it's
actually been very interesting to come back to
hang gliding as though emerging from a time
warp. Perhaps some of my observations and
own experiences will help Tony and others.

In the "old" days (i.e. when we flew "floppy"
gliders with a couple of PVC battens) virtually
all flying was done on the coast. The upside of
this was that if you were remotely keen you'd
do 100 hours a year at least. Blokes used to go
to sites like Long Reef or Hill 60 and fly for 2 or
3 hours on any given day. The old gliders were
easy to top land so you might do 3 or 4 takeoffs and landings. As the rigid batten gliders
came in and we could start going inland and
thermal safely, some guys had hundreds of
hours airtime and didn't have to think at all
about the actually flying, but were able to put
all of their energy and concentration into
sussing out the conditions and staying up.
It seems to me that while modern gliders and
professional instructors (God bless 'em!) have
opened up the country to the sport and vice
versa, people who do not fly on the coast may
have difficulty getting bulk hours up so they
can really hone their flying skills and
techniques. I've twice read Chuck Yeager's
autobiography and he says people often asked
him why he was so good or so lucky. His
answer was that luck or some inherent talent
had nothing to do with it - he simply flew more
than anyone else. He would fly any aircraft at
any time and as a result was always perfectly

comfortable in the air and wit
an emergency.
Accordingly, my suggestion would be for new
pilots to get a couple of weekends or a week
away at the coast - somewhere like the
Rainbow Beach Fly-In in Queensland, for
example - and fly all day every day. Try to
get 20 or 30 concentrated hours in. Safely try
things out - flat 360's, tight 360's, fast flying,
slow flying, stalls, hands-off flying (needed
when you use a camera), mock tight field
landings and so on. If you can't get to the
coast, I'd suggest you get involved with a club
or instructor who can offer towing instruction.
Instead of a 30 minute drive to the top of the
hill, a 5 minute sled ride and a 30 minute pack
up, with towing you can have 10 or 15 sled
rides a day. The important thing is to get as
much airtime as possible early on and do lots
of take-offs and landings in various conditions,
Finally, when it comes to getting advice from
senior pilots, alii can say is be persistentbadger someone if you need to. If the first guy
gives you the cold shoulder, try someone else.
Eventually you'll find someone who
remembers what it's like to be a desperately
_ keen but unfulfilled novice. Good luck!
Martyn Yeomans

Stanwell Park Hang Gliding Club Appeal to all Pilots
The Federal Government Holsworthy Airport Proposal
The Federal Government has proposed a site at Holsworthy as one of the two options for
Sydney's second international airport. The proposed southern runway starts just lOkm
from Bald Hill, the northern one not much further. Both will place Australia's frnest
coastal hang gliding site in controlled airspace.
Hanglparagliding will cease at Stanwell Park should this come to pass
and many associated businesses will fold.

On a classic Stanwell day, distance flights of lOkm north and 60km south from take-off
are common. You can drive to the set-up area and get a burger and chips at the landing
area. The perfect site.
Please help to protect the world's most famous coastal site. Sign the letter enclosed in
this edition of Skysailor and mail it to the address at the top of the letter. Better still
(or as well), write your own letter, expressing your concerns.

The government won't know that you object
if you are silent or apathetic.
More details on the Federal Government proposal can be found on the
Skysailor World Wide Wl:bpage at http://www.ozemaiLcom.aul-skysaili
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TOMAS SUCHANEK

Dusty, hot, dry, dust devils, strong thermals, broken

tow lines, yelling and damaged gliders: a true
description of the

tow paddock in Hay. That impression

is increased when you have to wear your warm flying
suit, put on a balaclava, gloves, sunnies and helmet
and wait a few bloody long minutes for the

tow. It's

43°C in the shade, 75°C under your helmet and your
body is boiling in sweat. Then the

tow rope gets tight,

you yell "go, go, go" and you enjoy the resulting breeze
cooling you down. You gain as much altitude as you can
on

tow, find the strongest lift after release, get high,

go fast and go far.

4 Skysailor
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hat's how each day of the Hay 1997 Aussie Nationals started.
Meet director "Mad Dog" Mike Slape and the task
committee agreed to push for long tasks for a change, taking
into consideration the performance of the new kingpost-Iess gliders
and their 15: 1 glide ratio and the increasing skill and experience of
pilots which guaranteed an ability to fly further and faster. And they
did! The results were: 8 tasks flown with an average length of 165km,
the longest being one of 233km to Serpentine when 39 pilots made
goal. Excluding the shortest task of 105km when it simply wasn't the
meet director's day, the others varied between 145km and 185km
and included a magnificent 167km triangle on Day 6. Cloudbase
was 3,200m agl with an average of 4-5m/s up and lucky ones
exceeding 6m/s. 35 pilots finished this task, including Porn Gordon
Rigg who arrived at goal at 8:45pm, long after sunset. He had found
that mysterious "night lift" (non-sexual, the real one), experiencing
sunset, sunrise and another sunset in the last ten minutes of his flight.
By the way, 32 pilots broke the old world record in speed over the
150km triangle and British Nikki Hamilton, German Rosie Brahms
and I shall claim the new world speed records in both the general
and women's categories. Several other pilots achieved national records
as well. Nikki broke another women's record as well with her 233km
goal flight, but had to drop the claim due to poor "paperwork".
Just a few more boring statistics: Total distance of the 8 tasks
was 1,327km, the total distance flown by all 115 competitors was
103,142km (21/2 times around the earth), the average time of making
it back to town was 3 o'clock in the morning and the average look on
pilots' faces was bloody tired but keen to go flying the next morning.
A few good stories to humanise the flying in Hay: On the first
day wily German fox Oliver Barthelmes didn't wait for the tow rope .
to go flying. He tried to take off in a huge dust devil, but didn't .
manage to get up and finished ·by digging a hole in the tow paddock
with his head. He then relaxed in the lo~al hospital for a few days and

is now fine and flying again. That same day, Bill Moyes tried to do
a handstand in the Dragonfly while taxiing with a tailwind. A dust
devil tipped him over and the Aussie rescue team had to come and
neutralise his ballistic rocket rescue chute. Pilots of one team (to
remain anonymous) were helping their mates hold gliders on the
ground while their own gliders took off in the same dust devil.
Stumpy Gilmour's finely tuned glider wasn't patient enough to wait
for its owner and took off by itself in a dust devil to then smash into
a Dragonfly, my car and finish by destroying itself The German
Team managed to bring two trikes and one car all the way from
Germany only to wreck one trike and blow another engine in the first
3 days at Hay. Their number one pilot, young "Guido the German",
made a charitable contribution to unidentified Australians who
claimed his glider from the side of the road. And some of the pilots
will never forget the Kiwi pilot setting up her kingposted glider
topless. Bill Moyes and Clive Gilmour flying Dragonflies proved
once more that they are the best and calmest tow pilots in the world.
Good on you, guys!
To finish let me quote someone's comment: "If you wanna enjoy
hang gliding, don't go to Hay. If you wanna fly high, fast and far,
join us." I hope the size of the tasks flown here in Hay will not only
attract pilots to fly in the Hay Flatlands, but also make organisers
of other comps realise that modern gliders can average some very
impressive speeds on course and that the +/-1 OOkm tasks which have
been called for the last 10 years are now often too short. We simply
_
need tasks where the winner's time is between 3-4 hours and,
of course, the distance should be bloody long!
al

Results 1997 Australian HG Nationals
1. Tomas Suchanek (CR)

Moyes CSX4

7924 points

2. Tony Marty (CH)

Moyes CSX4

6844 points

'3. Joel Rebbechi (AUS)
4. Richard Walbec (F)

Moyes Xtralite 164

6801 points

Tecma FlT

6768 points

5. Jobst Baumer (D)

Bautek Twister

6761 points

6, Kraig Coomber (AUS)

Moyes CSX4

6526 points

7. Roh-an Holtkamp (AUS)

Airborne Shark

6497 points

8. Dave Adams (AUS)

Moyes CSX4

6465 points

9. Martin Harri (CH)

Moyes CSX4

6404 points

10. Steve Blenkinsop (AUS)

Moyes SX4

6249 points

11. Drew Cooper (AUS)

Moyes CSX4

6229 points

12. Steve Moyes (AUS)

Moyes CSX4

6097 points

13. Mario Alonzi (F)

Tecma FlT

6045 points
6034 points

14. Allan Barnes (NZ)
15. Mark Newland (AUS)

Airborne Shark

5931 points

16. Attila Bertok (HUN)

Moyes CSX4

5905 points
5857 points

17. Charles Johnson
1'8. Stephen Hoeffs (AUS)

Moyes Xtralite 147

5842 points

19. Geoff Tulloch (AUS)

Moyes SX5

5759 points

20. Nikki Hamilton (GB)

Moyes SX4

5717 points

Australian Sporting Champion

Joel Rebecchi

Masters

Stuart Prosser

B-Grade

C-Grade

Ladies

1. Stephen Hoeffs

1. Mark Robertson

1. Nikki Hamilton

2. Andrew Atkinson

2. Mark McCumber

2. Neva Bull

3. Ian Duncan

3. Patrick Lenders

3. Tove Heaney

job as meet-head, Lenny on the weather. Thanks to Tomas, Davo~ f3eavo,
Sandra, Meg and the godlies who .rzever missed a time. The ono/ disappointment
was that there were no ·tpophiesfor 2nd and 3rd Australians, af£er all it was
the Australian Nationals and the qiuziitjoftrdphies was generally,'very'lOw:'
The Hay community was very hospttableanrl we sure tried to boost
the local economy. Don and Margot at the C;own Hotel had meals
_
and refreshments available until2am every day.
al
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SANDRA HOLTKAMP
& MEG BAILEY

"From Hay to Hell to
Booligal" Henry Lawson
wrote in one of his
poems. I'm sure pilots
attending the 1997
Australian Nationals
will be claiming it
should actually be from
Hay to Heaven!
Round 1, 149.4k m
Just what the pilots had ordered, a spectacular flying day. Goal was
to the NE of the tow paddock, we thought the distance would be
challenging - 40 pilots made goal with the fastest time 136.5min,
average speed 65kph. Tomas Suchanek was 1st, 2nd Jobst Baumer,
3rd Mario Alonzi, 1st Aussie Steve Moyes.

Round 3, 185.8km
Now the task committee were utterly serious. The task was to Lake
Cargelligo airport, NE of Hay. Surely not many of the pilots could
make it with this sort of distance? \Xltong! 39 made goal. 1st with a
time of 190.68min, average speed 58kph - you guessed it - Tomas.
2nd and 1st Aussie Rohan Holtkamp, 3rd Jobst Baumer.

Round 2 , 105 .5km
The task committee, comprising of Tomas Suchanek, Alan Beayis
and Dave Staver, decided to make today a little more challenging
by putting a turnpoint in. The task was to Gunbar, goal at Langtree.
Another awesome flying day, 61 pilots made it. 1st with a time of
118.05min, average speed 53kph, Tomas Suchanek - another 1,000
point day for him. 2nd and 1st Aussie Gary Wright, 3rd Len Paton.

Round 4, 165.2km
Today's task was set to Karingai, much the same as yesterday, except
a little to the W of,Lake Cargelligo. Since all pilots were now
accustomed to these long flights, 165km didn't seem unachievable.
47 pilots made it. 1st with a time of 165.17min, average speed
60kph, w~ Kilian Raemy, 2nd Tomas Suchanek and 3rd Richard
Walbec, 1st Aussie Joel Rebbechi.

6 Skysailor
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Round 5, 175.3km
Ivanhoe airport, NNW of Hay - our goal officials were told to
stop any pilots from landing if the Flying Doctor's had to make an
emergency landing. This task should start sorting the top pilots out,
everyone must be getting tired from all this flying. Unbelievably,
51 pilots made it. 1st with a time of 206min, average speed 51kph,
Steve Moyes, 2nd Tomas Suchanek, 3rd Joel Rebbechi.
Round 6, 167.7km World Record Attempt Speed around 150km triangle
All pilots were briefed in .detail about the legalities of attempting
to break a world record, turnpoint photos must be correct and all
documentation had to be in order. Winds were light and variable,
tending northerly. A thermal sitting in the middle of the paddock
made it difficult for officials to choose a towing direction - no matter
which end you were at, the wind was coming over your shoulder.
There was some frustration among pilots left in the paddock and
next morning's pilot briefing saw 3 protests. Of the 106 pilots
who launched, 35 made goal. World records have been registered
by Tomas Suchanek, Nikki Hamilton and Rosi Brams.
Round 7, invalid due to thunderstorms on course
Most pilots were actually pleased for the rest day. Although there
was still a great deal of excitement at the pilot briefing with
discussions regarding the previous day's protests. The protest
committee, comprising of Len Paton, Pete Lehmann and Mark
Newland overruled the protests and explained their decision to
all pilots.

THE RESULTS OF THE

AUSTRALIAN NATIONALS
The odds Of a MOYES GLIDER
being in the Top 10:

5cr£~

+1 Q)X
+lX
•

=7 In 10
The odds of any other manufacturer
being in the Top 10: 1 in 10.

1st
2nd
3rd

Round 8, 233km
Temperature trace revealed no inversion to 10,000ft with a light NE
wind - another great flying day. Today had a lot of potential, with
more thoughts of record breaking tasks.
Goal was set at Serpentine, S of Hay. Now that pilots were getting
tired, this task put pressure on the top pilots to keep performing at
their peak. Minimal points were separating 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 5th
places. 41 pilots made goal, 1st in with a time of 242min, average
speed 57.79kph, Tomas Suchanek, 2nd Jobst Baumer, 3rd Christof
Kratzner, 1st Aussie Steve Moyes.
Round 9, 145.2km
A "short" task was decided on for the last day. Goal was a slight
cross/headwind to Balranald, hopefully making it difficult to reach.
Once again conditions were perfect and 39 pilots made goal. 1st with
a time of 183.83min, average speed 47.39kph, was Martin Harri, 2nd
Tomas Suchanek, 3rd Christof Kratzner, 1st Aussie Stephen Hoeffs.
From an organiser's point of view, the competition could not have
been better. We hope to see everyone back next year, hopefully we
can go for the 250km triangle.
A huge thanks to the following people: Comp director Mike Slape, goal
officials Steve Townsend, Phil Campbell & Andrew M cKinnon, film checking
Roger Burrows, Tony Lowrey, temperature trace Tony Lowrey, weather Len Paton,
task committee Tomas Suchanek, Alan Beavis & Dave Staver, protest committee
Len Paton, Mark Newland & Pete Lehmann.
Highlights of this year's Australian Nationals are available on Video
($29 plus $5 postage) from Charles Edwards, CF Video Productions,
n
Ph: 018 696257 or 069932022 (bh). Definitely worth a look.
aJ

CongratuLations to
Shark pilots:
Neva BuLL, for retaining her
National Sporting Champion
title at the Hay Nationals.

Rohan Holtkamp and Mark Newland,
for placing Australian 3rd and 8th.

And to non-Shark pilots Joel Rebecchi,
new National Sporting Champion and highest
placed non-topless pilot,
Stephen Hoeffs, winner of the
B-Grade, Mark McCumber,
winner of the C-Grade and
Stuart Prosser, Masters title.

From:

6th
8th
9th '
Moyes Delta Gliders Pty Ltd
1144 Botany Road, Botany, NSW 2019
Tel: (02) 9316 4644
Fax: (02) 9316 8488

orne
AUSTRALIA

PO Box 42, Redhead NSW 2290 Australia
Phone: 049 449 199, Fax: 049 449395.
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inning a competition when you're only an average weekend pilot, old enough to be the father of half the field and
flying a wing with a standard rating against a star studded
field on comp wings, is a truly humbling experience. It's as if Cliff
Richards beat Stephan Edberg at tennis or Van Morrison scored a
points victory over George Forman. It
leaves one aghast and thinking, "How
could this happen? I'm not worthy
to even clean the flying boots of
such legends as Australian champion
Fred Gungl and US champion
Dave Smith, let alone beat
them in competition!"
Paragliding to me
is a never ending
learning experience
and I shall review
my success with a
view to benefiting
all those pilots
who don't get a
chance to fly as
often as they'd like.
I encourage all
weekend pilots to
seriously consider
entenng
"
compennons,
.. not
necessarily to win,
but in order to
improve their £lying
skills. Active learning
probably has the most
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benefit to our performance, however, practicing new theories or ideas
in our heads is also a proven and useful technique.
The Corryong Cup was revived this year by Rob Schroettner and
Peter Bowyer as a fun comp and learning experience for people with
little or no comp experience. Two tasks were held in December in
mostly epic conditions. Corryong is a friendly country town, set in
the hinterland of the Australian Alps and it offers a combination of
mountain, hill and flatland flying. It is an ideal site for triangle and
dog leg courses and has a most reliable elevator ride resident thermal.
Friday was the practice day with beautiful smooth thermals
averaging 2-3m/s. A pleasant opportunity to knock off the "winter
rust", search for thermal triggers and boat across the valley to a distant
turnpoint before heading for goal at Corryong airport. Six of us made
goal, physically and mentally preparing for the next 2 days.
Task 1 involved 2 turnpoints, 11 and 20km respectively, across
the valley to the west. Conditions were stable with thermals drifting
to the north. Goal was at Corryong airport.
Last season it had seemed prudent to me to follow the "top guns"
and do what they did. Nine times out of ten you'll probably be
rewarded. The important thing is to work out why the guns go where
they go. On this day the guns launched early, even though the day
was different to the previous. Thermals were weaker and the mountain
wasn't working. The tree line and the flatlands were giving the lift
today. The first gaggle headed off to the south, punching the minor
headwind. Their plan was to punch the headwind early, then crosstailwind a long glide to the 1st turnpoint. This took them 20km off
course and they lost about l '/2hours working the poor lift.
I planned to launch in peak conditions and head straight along
the course working the flatlands, especially over Corryong town. Drift
was minimal and it took 1'/4hours to gain the 1st turnpoint. The best
thermals on the flats were firing through at up to Sm/s. It was lonely,
but relatively easy to do as thermals were quite abundant at obvious
.
.
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"How great is his joy in the victories you give!
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You have granted him the desires of his heart
and have not withheld the request of his lips."
Psalm 39

Unfortunately for the early gaggle, the wind direction changed
mid-afternoon to the more usual N /Westerly, so they had to punch
the headwind again and were eventually brought to ground short of
the 1st turnpoint.
The next day was a bit more unstable. Small cumulus formed
early and the forecast was, for possible afternoon thunderstorms. The
task was south along the ridge to Kangaroo Point, back to launch for
a 2nd turnpoint, then east to Khancoban airport (approx. 45km).
With early cumulus and brisk cycles on the face of launch,
everyone was of the mind to launch early. I was lucky to get off early,
just before Fred Gungl, and we shared the first elevator to the top. It
felt like a personal game of aerial chess with a master. I moved my
white pawn first along the ridge at 4,500ft asl, a tactic that had
worked beautifully the last 2 days. I planned to stay low and move
forward quickly without drifting too far behind the ridge. Meanwhile,
Fred topped out well behind at about 6,OOOft. I was already in my
3rd thermal. He caught up quite low beneath me along the ridge,
sniffing out number 2. This continued to the 1st turnpoint: Me,
scooting along the tree line and front spurs, about 5 thermals to the
turnpoint, while Fred worked about 3. At his last thermal, Fred
topped out very high and was able to glide over the photo sector and
go back on course while I was scratching low over a range now almost
completely shadowed by high cloud. I worked my last thermal to
4,500ft and with a very sore back, decided to glide out to the main
road to land, assuming Fred was well on his way to goal.
Luck: My glide along the flats was beautifully buoyant and I
boated back about halfway to the 2nd turnpoint. While packing up I
noticed things had nearly completely shut down and others were all
coming down with Fred, only 100m past me.
Irony: Late in the afternoon the high cloud disappeared and a few
pilots re-launched for a fun fly in perfect conditions, which could
easily have taken them over the course.
Lessons learnt:

o The experts aren't always right. Consider all options before
deciding your course of action.
@ Analyse conditions on the mountain before you launch. Improve
your weather interpretive skills. Two days can look alike, but
flying conditions can be quite different.
@) With a teams event as part of the competition, I derived great
benefit from bouncing weather and tactical possibilities around
with other team members, before deciding on my flight plan.
Gaggle flying may not always be of most benefit to you. A spread
out gaggle on a glide has a better chance of finding the next
thermal. On the other hand, flying solo develops your thermal
seeking senses and analytical skills to a higher level.
~ During this event, I experimented with a new thermal seeking
technique. Last season, I constantly studied ground trigger sources
and tree movements and flew to where my left brain guided me,
with limited success. I experimented with the other senses: Feel
the temperature changes coming up from the ground, smell the
smells and allow the glider to search for the thermal like a heat
seeking missile. While yet to be proven long term, this right brain
technique met with unerring success. I never knew there were that
many thermals around! It enabled me to fly lower and faster than
I usually would.

Winners are grinners -1st Elgar St~rkis (right) and 2nd Dave Bridges
(US National Champion, left). Opposite bottom: Dave Bridges on launch.
Photos: Elgar Starkis

m Fitness: Rough broken bullet like thermals require a lot of very
active piloting with extreme weight shift and frequent surge
damping to keep the wing centred over your head. In these
conditions, anticipating collapses as the wing tip flies outside of
these small strong thermals, requires vigorous control actions.
Physically, I find this quite demanding in an old body racked
with old muscular and ligament sporting injuries. Specific weight
training for triceps, back and abdominals avoids fatigue during
long flights, essential for any paraglider pilot. I often have to land
early because of severe back pain.
8 Find a skilled mentor to accelerate your learning, maybe a
talented comp pilot or a seasoned veteran. Over a 2 year period,
Rob Schroettner has shared a myriad of tips and tricks for
successful XC flying with myself and my flying mate Bega Bill.
Hang gliding veteran Gerry Gerus also shared some pearls of
wisdom during his one season on jelly wings. Finally, my
experiment to "fly by feel" and not so much "with my head" was
inspired by Andrew Kemp who admitted that this approach had
enabled him to have saves from as low as 20ft.
I suppose this will be the only paragliding trophy to adorn my
mantlepiece, but I do expect some up and coming young pilots may
well accelerated their learning curve and experience some
competition success this season. Will it be you?

rtii
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Results

J. Elgar Starkis

(AUS)

lTV Merak

2. David Bridges

(USA)

Edel Sector

3. David Mills

(AUS)

Nova Xyon

4. Heinz Held

(0)

UP Proto

5. Fred Gungl

(AUS)

Nova Xenon

6. Brian Webb

(AUS)

Airwave Alto XM

7. Andrew Kemp

(AUS)

Edel Sector

8. Bill Roberts

(AUS)

Nova Xyon

Teams Event
1. Andrew Kemp (AUS), Elgar Starkis (AUS),
Rob & Charlotte Grange (GB) Tandem, Sandy (AUS)
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1996 FAI WORLD HANG GLIDING SERIES
A month ago, this would have seemed like a dream.
After missing the Australian summer competitions due
to a neck complaint which threatened to end my flying
career, I now found myself on a plane bound for Europe.
It was May and it looked like my luck had turned ...

~

y

goal was Spain, for the inaugural World Hang Gliding
Series (WHGS), then on to France and the American
Cup. The next two months were to provide a variety
of highs and lows, both literally and metaphorically.
In Madrid, I ran into my first hurdle: The freight company had
lost my glider. Four days in a row, my new Spanish friends, Pedro and
Jose, were assured that it was only a day away, somewhere in Europe.
In the meantime, Pedro kindly invited me to stay with him and his
wife. I was shown around Madrid and treated to a flight in an old
Piper Grasshopper with Jose, an airline pilot and the local Airborne
dealer. Eventually, the freight company owned up to where the glider
was: Korea. How it got there, I'll never know. At the last minute,
I was able to borrow a small Blade Race from Jose and was soon
bound for Castej6n de Sos, site of the first ever WHGS event.
Castej6n is located about 1OOkm west along the Pyrenees from
Ager, location of the 1995 World Championships. It was, without
question, one of the most beautiful places I have ever visited. At
registration I met an array of hang gliding personalities I'd either read
about or seen in videos. Denis and Claire Pagen were there, along
with John Heiney, Gerard Thevenot, Spanish Joe, Murray Ros~ and
an assortment of other colourful characters from at least ten different
countries. No Spanish pilots entered, but the free-fliers present
showed a high level of competence and it was good to see a high
percentage of female pilots in the competition.
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Before any thermals started, we went for a practice run of the
Speed Gliding course. The gates and pylons could be seen on the
hillside as we drove up the 4,OOOft to launch. Speed Gliding involved
flying down to the bomb-out field as fast as possible whilst following
a prescribed course around pylons and low through some gates.
I had intended to compete only for fun, but with a smaller glider
than usual, I decided to give this a try. Murray Rose, the mastermind
behind Speed Gliding, briefed us on the course layout. Gates
consisted of two pylons, 6m high and almost two wing spans apart
and a judge sat higher up the hill to record start times and to confirm
that some part of the pilot or glider had passed through. After
watching most of the competitors attempt the 'course, I felt confident
as I ran down the grassy launch.
It was just soarable as I made ready to swoop downwind to the
start gate. I hadn't spotted the left pylon and was diving at maximum
speed toward the gap between the right pylon and the judge, Claire
Pagen, who to me looked remarkably like what I thought to be the
other side of the gate. Claire couldn't believe it when I came
skimming over the grass below her vantage point, flat out downwind,
on her side of the gate. As far as I was concerned, I was off, hurling
toward the 1st turnpoint, a hut. It was quite a distance away and it
wasn't sliding beneath my glide path, so I slowed up, and by the time
I rounded the hut, I was down to 50ft. Not as easy as I'd thought!
Flat out obviously wasn't the answer, so I max-glided back and
reached the next white tarp high. A gate followed and I had to lose
height, so with the bar to my knees and without diverging much,
I shot low through the 2nd gate. I then continued what I thought
to be the correct navigation of the course, until I reached an
LlTIpossible glide back to a turnpoint. After trying to thermal back
up in vain, I ended up racing around the last few turnpoints and
through the finish gate. I had completely ruined my first attempt
at the course and later I learnt that one part of the course which
I had missed completely, had been particularly difficult to navigate
unless flying at best glide. John Heiney stole the show by performing
numerous loops and spins above us for the cameras.

That afternoon, I flew to check out some of the camp turnpoints
in the area. The steep mountains were spectacular, none more so than
"El Turban", standing close to 10,000ft above sea level which became
the centrepoint of many challenging XC tasks for the remainder of
the week. Late during my flight, I was scratching low near the
landing field and drifted back in some weak lift where I was joined
by a couple of vultures. They might have been looking for a meal ...
As the lift improved, we climbed together until I gained enough
height to return to the Speed Gliding course to fly high over it a
number of times. It was too turbulent to skim low through the gates,
but I learnt the location of all points for the next day's official start.
I drew last place in the launch order, which only served to hype
me up more. After nailing the start gate, I approached the first tarp
very low, completed the 2nd gate, then slowed right up for the
difficult section. It involved gliding out to a point where a judge
would wave a flag once you'd past, then turning back for the next
tarp. Halfway back I sped up, but approaching the tarp, I lost height
rapidly and slowed up considerably as I turned. A small bush stood in
my way before the slope dropped away again and I eased out to pop
over it. I'd forgotten that I flew a small glider and it stalled and dived
over the bush. Fortunately, I landed unhurt on a soft grassy patch,
but my left leading edge had crashed onto a boulder and broke at the
junction. A judge ran over to check on me, by which time I was on
my feet cursing my stupidity. I had made a costly discovery of the
secret to safe Speed Gliding: Don't go low and slow at the same time!
As a result, I couldn't fly the 1st day's XC task. I later organised
with Neil Hammerton, a friendly Avian representative, to fly a mylar
Java for the rest of the camp. Relegated to spectator status, I watched
a few pilots bomb out, though others made goal.
That night, I phoned Jose to explain that I'd damaged his glider
which he took rather well. I then discovered the Spanish custom of
serving complimentary red wine with meals. Summer days are long
in Spain and I eventually got used to dinner at 11 pm, followed by
drinks and eventually bed at around 2am. I can thoroughly
recommend "Pajero Loco" (Crazy Bird) as a great, backpacker style
place for food, accommodation and entertainment, but if you are
entering both the Speed Gliding and XC events, I'd suggest not
burning the candle at both ends.
The next day, I successfully flew the speed gliding course and,
though slow, I'd finally posted a score. I also thought I was doing
well in the XC. Launching after the tarp was opened, I flew over a
large gaggle of gliders down low. "Caught 'em", I thought as I circled
up ahead of them, only to realise they were struggling to land before
a gust front hit from the storms over goal. It was difficult to get
down~ ahd I just ,made it in time.
Next morning, I got up early again only to find we couldn't launch
for the Speed Gliding due to shifting winds and we waited for the
other [pilots to af;fi~@ fat the:XC t~k. r got off at a good timehlut
five minutes into the flight my vario Went berserk. Something had
knocked loose in the crash and when I punched it in frustratiem)
it Came good. TIle delay had:left me below the mai~gaggle and
evel1tuatly behind once the ~ opened . .A particUlarly difficult section
of the course followed the 1st turnpQ,int and lead along a n~ow valley
devoid of safe landing to "tJ:ie Vulture RQck". M)J vario decid to
cease €Ooperatin~ohce ag~an,d no CijIlOUllt ()f
mg a
ev:i¥
i~. I WIned doWn the volume and fl~
y feel, occasionally glancing at
the altimeter which still
;reily. Del!~..pagep was above
me ansJ as I'd learnt
an ey~ on our sh-aJ()ws.
Eventually, I reached his
ssed to t~e point of no

Early risers for the WHGS Speed Gliding.

return. Denis ended up lower and turned back to land with a large
pack of gliders. There was small and scratchy lift around, but without
a varia I found it difficult to climb and after my recent experiences,
I too opted for the safety of a ride back to Castej6n and landed.
That day highlighted the need to practice thermalling without
a varia or to carry a spare. South Australian Phil Sjostrom produces
a new varia/altimeter the size of a cigarette packet which I expect
to be his usual high quality and fairly inexpensive. A spare varia
in your harness could relieve stress when you're about to fly along
a nasty valley you don't want to get low in.
Only four pilots attempted the "Valley of Doom". Nikki Hamilton,
who was willing to fly almost anywhere and revealed previously
unimaginable landing fields, landed on a mountain. Two pilots
landed just short of goal and Oleg, a Ukrainian pilot who came
10th at the last Worlds, made it later that day after three failed
attempts to pass the difficult section. To quote Winston Churchill:
"Never, never, never give in!"
The next day, I borrowed a varia and the only equipment left that
was mine was my harness: My glider, varia and radio were all donated
by kindhearted people. After completing the difficult part of the Speed
Gliding course, I neglected to keep two pylons to my left following
the 2nd gate and was di~qualified. Nevertheless, it was exciting to be
in the landing field early to watch the fastest competitors finish their
runs. Gerard Thevenot was particularly thrilling to watch. Flying
down the course and rounding the final turnpoint, he seemed too
low and too fast and I didn't believe that he could make it, but he just
skimmed over the trees and ground effected for a massive distance
until he finally crossed the finish gate and flared to land just beyond.
That afternoon, I hitched up with the organisers, after securing
my glider on Gerard's heavily loaded 4WD. After the 2nd turnpoint
and one thermal out from goal, I was drifting low down a secluded
valley in a scratchy core. While two other pilots had gone directly
towards goal along the main valley, I'd thought my detour to the
sunny side of the valley was more likely to produce that final thermal.
Working together, the other two made it while I was forced to land
in the only safe field beside a dirt road. My stubborn independence
was rewarded with a two hour walk to the nearest town where I was
promptly bitten by a dog. Fortu.llately, th~ clog's owner took pity i'9tf
me' and called the cowpetition HQ
Next morning, tue wind was"switching oetween the two slope
Jaunches anj it was
.ded to launch off
all cliff, facing in to the
predominant oreeze. orne pilots were unsure about the choice, bUt'
once t~e ~st few nad launched, everyone gained confidence and later
cornme!)t what a' 11.. it: had been. I feltmfast that monling and
7rni
or the~,600ft ddl'ent, but ~jShed a whole
i
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Gliding. Nikki Hamilton finished as the speediest female competitor,
beating a lot of us guys.
Gordon had also been doing well in the XC, but the penultimate
day was to be his nemesis. As usual, I was late to start and behind the
main gaggle. Lucky to get the 2nd turnpoint just as the north wind
blew over the back, I then hung on in a boomer leeside rocket which
took me back above the massive sink. Gordon was with me, but had
to plunge back into the headwind as he hadn't yet made the
turnpoint. I had the best glide of my life, only losing 2,OOOft over
20km, but it wasn't good enough. Something out of the ordinary was
happening to the air as the northerly pushed in. The lead gaggle had
climbed above the clouds to 12,500ft and subsequently glided all the
way to the last turnpoint. By the time they were back to cloudbase at
9,500ft, I was just below them climbing and thought I'd caught them
up after my fantastic glide. As they raced off to goal, I was left to
glide in the opposite direction and around the turnpoint and after a
hopeless search, I finally landed on the wrong side of El Turbon from
goal. As I was cursing, on the ground, Denis Pagen had decided to
let Nikki and Oleg fight it out for 1st place. In their fervour, basebars
stuffed, they underestimated the headwind and landed one field short
of goal, only to see Denis cruise over and win the day a few minutes
later. Everyone could see Gordon, ridge soaring near goal, still trying
to make the 2nd turnpoint. His efforts were in vain, however, and
he'd blown the XC title.
On the last day, I finally got a high start tarp photo and was able
to glide out with the lead gaggle. No gliders seemed to be particularly
superior on the long glide across the valley. Even the topless gliders,
which amazed me with their ability in the Speed Gliding, were doing
no differently than the rest of the gliders present. We hit the next
thermal and I let the VG off by simply releasing the rope and letting
go. After topping out, I noticed a considerable pull to the right and
the faster I flew, the worse the turn became. Eventually, I noticed
the right outboard luff line, hooked under a batten tip. The line had
dived and turned, trying
somehow snagged in flight and as I
to unhook the line, I worked out
happened: My Java
prototype, although a good
th sweet handling, had
released
longer than normal battens
suddenly, the luff lines had for
to snag under a batten. I pulled
simultaneously stalling the glider which
and from then on I always released the
I was trailing the leaders.
At the 1st turnpoint I pulled out
the back had opened on the main one,
kept using bc:th ""LU._U~~

WHGS Cross Country World Cup - Accumulative Ranking at 24 August 1996
1. Guido Gehrmann (D)
La Mouette Topless
2,673 points
2. Gerard Thevenot (F)
La Mouette Topless
2,613 points

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Gordon Rigg (GB)

Moyes Xtralite 137

Sandy Dittmar (VZL)

Airwave Klassic

Allan Barnes (NZ)

Icaro Laminar

Oleg Bondartchuk (UKR)

La Mouette Topless

Nikki Hamilton (GB)

Moyes Xtralite 137

Denis Pagen (USA)

Avian Java

Shaun Kimberley (GB)

Airwave Klassic

Geoff Dossetor (AUS)

Avian Java

2,557 points
2,370 points
2,062 points
2,010 points
1,588 points
1,462 points
1,342 points
1,197 points

WHGS Speed Gliding World Cup - Accumulative Ranking at 29 June 1996
1. Gerard Thevenot (F)
La Mouette Topless
2,739 points
2. Oleg Bondartchuk (UKR)
La Mouette Topless
2,362 points

3.

Guido Gehrmann (D)

La Mouette T0pless

4.

Gordon Rigg (GB)

Moyes Xtralite 137

5.
6.
7.

Shaun Kimberley (GB)

Airwave Kiassic

Mike Stephens (GB)

Avian Java

John Heiney (USA)

Blue Sky Predator

8.

Nikki Hamilton (GB)

Moyes Xtralite 137

9. Dan Burton (GB)
10. Geoff Dossetor (AUS)

Icaro Laminar
Airborne Shark

2,345 points

1,3Q4 points
806 points
732 points
364 points
305 points

WHGS Speed Record
Gordon Rigg (GB)

Moyes Xtralite 137

80.8 km/h

photo with as much height as I could manage. A topless glider set
off on final glide with me and though I was slightly ahead, I knew he
was lurking in my blind spot, above and just behind. From a couple
of k's out, I began to pull the bar right in beneath me and got the
fright of my life when Oleg forged over my leading edge in the last
200m. With his basebar close to his pointed toes, he beat me across
the line by two seconds, thereby snatching substantially more WHGS
points awarded according to placing and accumulative over the entire
series. We both turned into a strong, rough wind immediately after
crossing the line. Oleg descended vertically, but I shot forward ,at 10ft
and broke an upright, as the wind had ceased completely, just as I'd
levelled out. I was grumbling beside my glider when an official asked
for my film. I clicked off the goal photos, then opened the camera.
Dope! I quickly closed the camera again and rewound the film. My
start gate and turnpoint photos were given the OK once both films
were processed and my luck hadn't been all bad: I'd finally made goal.
At the end of this first WHGS event, Gerard Thevenot added to
his 2nd place in Speed Gliding by winning the XC section. Sandy
Dittmar from Venezuela performed consistently well to grab the
up trophy and Guido finished 3rd. Nikki Hamilton ridge
for an hour late in the afternoon before landing just short
and J
Auckland deservedly won the XC woman's trophy.
well .
the night after an excellent competition.
uu,u.a.!-n... " and the locals treated us to

M.A.RY. I.N.
The weatherman that never sleeps.
Real time weather conditions for Stanwell Park,
broadcast 24 hours a day.
Phone

• Competition
Performance!

• AFNOR
STANDARD!

1. Elgar Starkis
2. David Bridges
3. David Mills
4. Heinz Held
5. Fred Gungl
6. Brian Webb
7. Andrew Kemp

er."J 66 upon request.

and enter pin

Corryong CUp 1996
• Unique Design!

1901 166 552
&

lTV MERAK
Edel Sector
Nova Xyon
UP Proto
Nova Xenon
Airwave Alto XM
Edel Sector

• No compromise
with safety!

Call for a free information package!

lTV AUSTRALIA
E-mail: elgaritv@acr.net.au

phone or fax

Patent No. PM3645

064 941938

Call cost $2.00 Telads. Higher from mobile and public phones.
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~. Are you ai' ~ow airtime p~ot? ';~ \yould you like more airtime?
~ Do you want to develop
therwalling skills without having

your

to set upl pick upl drive every"tj1I).e ybu bomb out?
.
f
~ Do you want to go towtpg, but ~on't know where to go?
~ Are you looking to fly# cr"q~s cOUJltry any day of the we~l<:,
but don't have a crew?
~ Wouldn't it be niGe to isimg1y be able"to "launcn again" if you land?
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, MULWTALA
(]TIST OVER 1 HOUR FROM MT BUFFALO)

CALL NOW- FOR INFORMATION PACKAGE
r

"C"

Ph: 0148 696 523

~

Fax: 03 5744 1226

Spot landing competition every Friday in February... call for details.
• Payout winch towing
• Instructor op site
• Static winch towing
• Pro shop on site
• Static line towing
• Tandem flights
.'. ' - -
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DEALER FOR .MOYES~ AIRBORNE~ BRAUNIGER~ FLYTEC~ ICO.M
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Blind Faith
MARETT E CORBY
We often get caught up in the whirl of our own busy lives, but every
now and again something slows us down enough to allow us to

reflect on something outside our little world. For me, this happened
when a lady wished me to take her friend to fly in a hang glider. Not
very different from the usual except for one thing - she was blind.
During our flight, Marette made me aware of things I hadn't taken
much notice of previously. The warmth of the sun when we turned
towards it, the sound of the water below and how fortunate we all
are to enjoy such a great activity. This flight was something special
for me, I hadn't enjoyed a flight so much in a while. Thanks Marette.
Chris Boyce

I

was here as a result of a dare and I wasn't going to back out. The
waiting was definitely the worst part. We arrived at Stanwell Park
at 1pm and I didn't actually fly until 6pm. I spent those five
hours feeling excited and scared in equal amounts. Flying for the first
time is scary for anyone, but for a person who is blind like myself, it
was absolutely strange and wonderful.
I have virtually no sight. I have less than 0.5% vision in my right
eye and nothing in my left, I can see the difference between light and
dark and sometimes shadows. I didn't even know what a hang glider
looked like. My friends allowed me to feel a set up hang glider and it
felt like two large bird's wings attached to some metal. It had a very
solid frame and I could start to imagine what hang gliding involved.
It was impossible for me to imagine how to take off I was told
that Chris and I would take a short walk, turning into a jog, towards
the cliff edge where the wind would pick us up and we would start to
fly. As the time for take off drew nearer, I became even more excited
and impatient. I just wanted the whole thing over and done with. My
excitement grew until my harness was finally put on. I stepped into
the harness and this was when my excitement turned into fear.
The harness felt quite safe. Chris showed me how it worked which
reassured me just a little. I had to hold on to Chris for take-off and
we went through the procedure once before the real thing. Chris then
helped to attach me to the glider and. asked me to assume the
position we would take during flight, so I'd know what it felt like.
Then we were ready to go. My friend, who'd dared me to fly, was
standing just behind us, telling me that it was nice to have known me
and I was absolutely terrified. I really didn't know what to do. Chris
assured me that if I wanted to scream I was quite welcome to. We
started to walk, then jog towards the cliff edge. I concentrated
completely on not falling over the harness. Suddenly, there was a
strong gust of wind and I realised we were flying.
The first words to leave my mouth were ''I'm flying" and Chris
responded "We sure are" . I allowed my feet to stretch out and there
was certainly no ground beneath me. Strangely enough it wasn't
frightening at all. I felt so safe in my harness and I felt like there was
no way I could possibly fall. It was the most wonderful floating
sensation, like having only the wind all around me. Incredible.
Chris then showed me what turning felt like and the best way to
explain the feeling is to compare it to being on the back of a motorbike. You leaned the way you wanted to turn and the glider swung
around. Absolutely amazing! I felt completely in control. My own
movements determined which way we were to fly.
Next, Chris showed me how to speed up and slow down. It was
like looking in to a fan and increasing the speed. The wind became a
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Marette Corby after her flight.

lot stronger. It was exhilarating to know you could also control speed.
I could not imagine that there was anything below us or what it must
look like, but Chris explained to me how far we were up and how
everything looked. I was still in the standing position when Chris
asked me to try and lay down in the prone position he had shown me
on the ground. It had seemed easy to do on the ground because there
had been no wind pushing me up. It was more difficult, though not
impossible, to do while flying. I eventually laid down and it felt
something like lying on a waterbed, and yet very different. I could
feel myself bouncing and floating along with the wind as I moved
around to get comfortable. There was this pressure on my underside,
like the wind was pushing me up, reassuring me there was no way
that I could fall. The wind was so strong and it felt so safe.
I had been talking to Chris for the first few minutes, but now I
went quiet. It was so relaxing to be alone in the sky. I was in a
different world. I've been told that there is a completely different
world under the water, but I now realise that this is also true for the
sky. It is entirely different from being on the ground.
We then flew out over the water a bit. The noise of the ocean was
incredibly loud. When we were on the ground I couldn't hear the
ocean at all, but in the sky our wings seemed to create an ainphitheatre to magnifY the sound. There was no feeling of water and yet it
sounded like the water was all around us. It was amazing.
Time seemed to literally fly while we were flying, but it was soon
time for us to come down. Chris told me that we had just flown
about twenty kilometres, although this too was impossible for me to
believe. When you can't see things moving beneath you, it doesn't
really seem like you are actually moving. Chris asked me to go back
to the standing position. Initially, this had been very comfortable, but
after laying, it felt really strange. I was nervous about landing. Images
of hurtling towards earth and crash landing were in my head, but
Chris told me that it would be easy. Like stepping down a stair, and it
was. It was very soft. My feet just landed on the sand, lover-balanced
and fell to my knees. It was so strange to suddenly feel ground
beneath me again and I really wanted to go back in the air again.
Chris unharnessed me and walked me back towards the grass. As
we walked along the beach, he stopped to pick something up and he
presented me with a feather as a souvenir of my first flight. It had
been the most amazing, exhilarating and yet relaxing experience of
my life. I had experienced a different world where I was free.
I strongly reco~mend hang gliding to anyone and everyone.
Tandem flying is great, especially when you have a good instructor .
who can reassure you that everything is just fine and then deliver ~
it. I flew and I landed, and I am still in one sane piece.
~

BRIGHT

HIKERS

In the High Country of North East Victoria

Our hostel is a five star (AAA Rated) flyers paradise.
Twin rooms and small dorms, Large lounge with fully
equipped kitchen, Clean bathrooms, Coin laundry,
BBQ area and Games room.
OUR FLYER SPECIFIC SERVICES INCLUDE __ _

Flying manuals - Maps - Tee shirts - HGFA merchandise Avfax weather information - Flying videos Heaps of magazines - Paraglider flying suits and more.
"Sky out during the day then come and relax and exchange
your flying yarns with pilots from all over the globe"
The hostel is in the centre of the town opposite the post office.
Prices from $14 pp pn (dorm) to $20 pp pn single room.*
Breakfast available from $3.50. *Plus low weekly rates.
GEOFF OR MAZ VVHITE
Top Floor 4 Ireland Street, Bright Vic 3741
Phone 057 501244 Fax 057 50 1246
Mobile 018 052793 e-mail gwhite@netc.net.au

Visiting Manilla to experience some of the legendary
flying conditions? Stay in comfort at the

MANILLA MOTEL
We are offering fellow HGFA members, their crews
and families a 20% discount off our usual very
rea-sona ble rates.
That means, a 3 share room is just $15 per
person, double or twin only $20 per person
per night.
And that includes all our usual services like:
• quiet location, off main road,
but near shops, etc;
• clean rooms, comfortable beds;
• colour Tv, air conditioning,
direct dial phones;
• guest BBQ (free)
• guest laundry (free)
• reasonably priced cooked
or continental breakfast

Stay with us and enjoy the flying, but please

BOOK

EARLY •••

(067) 85 1306

Private entrance from mam street, side entrance into the
Imperial Hotel yard and rear lane access to the lO.5m x 6.5m
garage with 2 roller doors. The building has heating and ducted
air cooling, a beautifully manicured backyard and BBQ area.
Enquiries from private buyers or syndicates are welcome.

Phone Ted & Jan Dibben on 067423658 or 017815339
for more information and inspections.
222 Manilla Street, Manilla NSW 2346

NEW! NEW! NEW!- NEW! NEW! NEW! NEW!
Transport up the Hill
Retrievals- after that Mega XC
All local Sites accessible
Reduce Vehicle Wear and Tear

NEW IN THE BRIGHT ALPINE REGION

A personalised 4WD transport service purely for us
"FREE FLYERS"
Based in Bright at the foot of Mystic, this new service
will take care of all your transport needs, be it a lift up
to launch or a days trip to the other sites in the area. And

if you do land off the beaten track, and you don't have
your own ground crew, a lift is only a phone call away.

Phone 057 551072 or
015 542977 after flying

Wingtrips Australia
Bright Vic.
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ACT "Bumpier 'n' Birchip" 1997

2.8/9 Feb 97

Forbes (towing)

C-grade & D-grade comp held over 4 weekends.

Peter Dall,

C & D Grade Competition

3. 1/2 Mar 97

Corryong, VIC

Requirements: Int. rating with inland exp., camera &

53 MacAlister Crescent,

Ii~

4. 15/16/17 Mar 97

Forbes (towing)

recently repacked parachute., tow endorsement &

Curtin ACT 2605,

equipment (incl. UHF radio), financial HGFA m/ship.

ph: 06 268 4139 (w).

Scoring: Distance points, Place points & Goal bonus
only (no speed points). Each pilot's 6 best rounds count.
Cost: $50 incl. maps, film, BBQs & prizes. Numbers limited.
1997 Paragliding Flatlands

15-22 Feb 97

Birchip, VIC

~

Entry fee: $100 before 14 Jan 97, $120 thereafter.

Make cheques payable to:

Registration: Birchip Hotel 14 Feb until 10:30 pm.

Onshore Paragliders.

Requirements: Databack camera , UHF radio, reserve,

Garry Stevenson, PO Box 90,

inland expo & tow endorsement. GPS recommended.

Torquay VIC 3228, ph:

Competitors are required to form themselves into teams

052610060 (w), 052 616555 (h/fax)

of 3-5 pilots & provide their own driver and winch . Max.

or 018351389.

of 12 teams. Tasks of Open Distance & Elapsed time to
Goal. Reserve day: 23 Feb. "B" grade Sanction.
Mt Widgee HG & Trike Competition 22-25 Feb 97

MtWidgee,

HG Requirements: Intermediate or above. Entry fee: $20.

Hang Gliding: Ron Rimkus,

Ii~

nr Gympie, QLD

This is a fun comp at one of Queensland 's best XC sites.

ph: 07 54821664,

Camping available at Widgee show grounds ($5pp/pn),

Trikes: Stan Roy,

hotels for $25 pr/pn available in Gympie (20min from

ph: 07 54459185.

Widgee). Access to launch is by 4WD only, competitors
must make their own arrangements for getting to launch
& pick-ups. Trikes: This section is organised by Stan Roy,
& will consist of limited fuel XC tasks. Widgee has a good

standard grass strip.
1997 Victorian Hang Gliding Open

5-10Mar97

Corryong, VIC

Ii
, 1997 Australian Paragliding Open

7-15 Mar 97

Manilla, NSW

~

Entry fee: $50. Requirements: Min. rating Intermediate

Wesley Hill,

with inland experience.

ph: 018 305943.

Registration: 7/8 Mar, Town Hall. Requirements:

Godfrey Wenness, ph: 067 856545,

Int with inland experience, databack camera, UHF radio, fax: 067 856546. Payments to:

1997 NSW Hang Gliding State Titles 16-23 Mar 97

Manilla, NSW

Ii
Flatter than the Flatlands

28-31 Mar 97

Birchip, VIC

Ii

reserve . Map: NATMAP SH 56-9, 1:250,000 'Manilla'.

Manilla Comps, "The Mountain':

Entry fee: $150 before 14 Feb 97, $.170 thereafter.

Manilla NSW 2346.

Entry limit: 50 pilots, first in best dressed, NSW A-Grade

Bill Olive,

pilots get preference if too many entries. Entry fee : $120,

ph: 049 213804,

payable to NSW HG State Titles. Requirements: Int/Adv

18 Heshbon Street,

with inland exp., databack camera, reserve, UHF radio.

Gateshead NSW 2290.

Fees: $50 per head,entries from teams only, cheques

Warwick Duncan or Alan Beavis,

payable to Warwick Duncan (trust me!). Pilot Briefing :

5/121 Northumberland Rd, Pascoe

9am on 28 Friday at the Birchip Pub.

Vale, VIC 3044; ph 03 93068085,
warwick@radtech.apana.org.au

"

Ii

Mangalore 1997

Iguala HG Competition

~ Iguala PG Competition

28-31 Mar 97

7-9 Feb 97
14-16 Feb 97

Mangalore

SMA Convention and Airshow. More details from

Eleanor Crago, SAM

Airport, VIC

SAM HQ, 265 Queens Pde, Clifton Hill VIC 3068.

ph: 03 94824716, fax: 0394823936.

Iguala, Mexico

For .information on hotel reservations and transportation

Ph/fax: 6526666, area code: 525,

contact: Flying Center of Mexico, Circt. Fuentes del

email: pous@servidor.unam.mx

Iguala , Mexico

Pedregal # 125, D. 401, Col. Fuentes del Pedregal,
Mexico D.F., C.P. 14140.

~

PWC Governador Valadares

~ PWC La Victoria

HG International La Victoria '97

15-20 Feb 97
24 Feb-l Mar 97
9-1 5 Mar 97

Governador

Address : Funsec, Av. Brasil, 4Qe 5Qandares

Ph: 55/332711333,

Valadares, Brazil

Governador Valadares CEP 35010, Brazil.

fax: 55/33 2716769

La Victoria,

Address: Elena Ceballos, Aeroventos, Apartado de

Ph: 582/925022, 582/916049;

Venezuela

Correos 80230, Caracas 1080-A, Venezuela .

fax: 582/913035, 582/6623580.

La Victoria,

XC comp, 1st prize US$l ,OOO. Entry fee: US$150 (incl. films, Alejandro Riera

Venezuela

t-shirt, map). Retrievals US$60, daily hotel rates US$7-$20, email: arch@infoline.wtfe.com
transport Caracas-La Victoria US$40 each way plus food,.

16th International Monte Grappa

27-31 Mar 97

Bassano, Ita ly

Annual hang gliding expo and competition. Address:

Ph/fax: +39 49 55911 ~l8.

"Meeting Montegrappa" Via Marostegana, 70 - 35016
Piauola S/Brenta, Italy.
~

Vietnam Paramotor Railey

6-20 Apr 97

Vietnam ,

Vietnam Evenements:'50 Rue de Parad is, 75010 Paris.

Ph: +33 '1 4523365£,
fax: +33 1 45233659:
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'Associate' WHGS 97 Korea
Mexican Nationals 1997
PWC Monte Cornizzolo

~ PWC Linzhou
~ WHGS 97 Greece
~ WHGS 97 Norway

29 Apr-5 May 97
1-4 May 97
13-18 May 97
2-7 Jun 97
15-21 Jun 97
29 Jun-5 Jul 97

Kochang,

Pre-WHGS event. Run under full WHGS rules, but

Joung, Byoung Woo

Korea

'Associate Event' carries no WHGS ranking points.

fax: +822588411 .

Guanajuato,

Flying Center of Mexico, Circt. Fuentes del Pedregal # 125, Ph/fax: 6526666, area code: 525,

Mexico

D. 401, Col. Fuentes del Pedregal, Mexico D.F., C.p. 14140. email: pous@servidor.unam.mx

Monte Cornizzolo, Address: Frigerio Enrico, Parapendio Club Scurbatt,

Ph/fax: 39/31 655576.

Italy

Via Mauri 1,22030 Suello (LC), Italy.

Linzhou,

Address: Mrs Zhang Xuan, Aero Sports Federation,

Ph: 8610/7011177,8610/7027894

China

9liantan Neidongli, Beijing 100061, China.

(ext 2325), fax: 8610/7027894.

Mt Kithereon,

Organiser: Hellenic Hang Gliding Federation

Lilian Leblanc,

Greece

fax: +30 19881121 .

Vaga, Norway

Nils Aage Henden,
fax: +47 61232178.

Canadian HG Nationals 1997

29 Jun-6 Jul 97

~
~ Alpen HG 0p'en 1997

9-13 Jul 97

Sun Peaks,

Fees: CDN$85. Pilots must join the HPAC and sign a

Ian McArthur, email c/o:

Kamloops, BC

liability waiver. Temp. M/ship and Insurance costs

mswift@Netshop.net

Canada

CDN$15 and is available from the: HPAC Administrator,

140 - 945 Columbia St W,

email: hpac@mindlink.bc.ca. 21593 94A Ave Langley,

Kamloops BC Canada V2C 1L5;

B.C. Canada V1 M 2A5, HPAC Ph/fax 1 6048825090.

ph: 1 2503764655, fax: 1 2503765262
Marcus Villinger,

Austria

fax: +43 522343746.
~ German HG Open 1997

14-20 Jul 97

Ernst Schneider,

Germany

fax: +49 80429434.
~ PWC 97 Piedrahita

~

Hang Gliding Pre-Europeans

7-12 Jul97
23 Jul-8 Aug 97

Piedrahita,

Address: Steve Ham, centro de vuelo, Travesta 'Duque

Ph/fax: 34/20362215,

Spain

de Alba 2,05500 Piedrahita, Avila, Spain.

mobile: 908 621013.
CIVL Norway,

Slovakia

fax: +47 22951256
~

Canadian PG Nationals 1997

~ WHGS 97 France

2-4 Aug 97
7-17 Aug 97

Mt. Seven, Golden, Address: 33 Shannon Circle SW, Calgary, Alberta,

Randy Parkin, ph: 403 2566869,

BC, Canada

Canada T2Y 2A 1, Meet Director: Randy Parkin.

randy@keyinc.com

St Andre-Ies-

Entry fee: FF1,OOO.

Jean Marc Laporte,
ph: +33 0492027970.

Alpes, France
~ PWC 97 Morzine
~WHGS97 USA
~ PWC 97 Preddvor

1st World Air Games 1997

~~~

12-17 Aug 97
21-27 Aug 97
26-31 Aug 97
6-21 Sept 97

Morzine,

Address: E. Monne, Office du Tourisme de Morzine -

Ph: 33/50 747272,

France

74110 Morzine, France.

fax: 33/50 790348.

Telluride,

Jim Zeiset,

USA

ph: +17195393900.

Preddvor, .

Address: Ales Suster, Spica International paragliding

Ph: 386/61 1253263,

Slovenia

team - Siovenska 30,61000 Lubljana, Slovenia.

fax: 33/50 790348.

Denizli (HG/PG),

Hang Gliding: Denizli-Honaz Mountain, 6-21 Sept 97

Ziato Vanic: Slovenia,

.Aydin (ML),

Paragliding: Denizli-Honaz Mountain, 6-21 Sept 97

Ph/fax: +386 61222504.

Turkey

Microlights: Aydin, 10-21 Sept 97

Ian Jarman, HGFA

Full details on entry requirements & procedures, team

ph: 069 472888.

registrations, travel arrangements, through the HGFA
office. Entry fees competitors: HG/PG $450, ML $250.
Discounts apply for early registrations.

Flight Gear
IThe Original - the Best l
Hang Gliding Harnesses now in stock at

\
PO Box 42, Redhead NSW 2290 Australia
Phone: 049449 199, Fax: 049 449395 .
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John Henshall is a resident of Alice Springs and
an experienced gyrocopter and helicopter pilot.
After returning to Australia from his work in Africa,
he decided to learn to fly a trike.
D I ARY BY JOHN HENSHALL
CO L L A TE D B Y PA U L H A I N E S.

In June 1996, John began his course at the Sydney Microlight
Centre. Given his extensive previous air knowledge, he gained his
pilot certificate in record time and purchased a second hand Edge
582 fitted for desert conditions. Then he dropped the bombshell:
"I think I'll fly it back to the Alice" (Pause while instructor is given
smelling salts). Initially, my reaction was "Bloody hell, that's a long
way and a bit ambitious", but on reflection, he had the knowledge,
ability and previous flying experience to achieve it.
About the end of August, John departed Illawarra Regional
Airport en route for Alice Springs. Just over seven days later, he
phoned to say he had arrived there, having flown 2,660km in
31 hours and 10 minutes, using an average of 15.2 litres/hour.
Apart from changing the plugs, he had no hassles with the trike
and no problems along the way. His flight diary is comprehensive
and shows meticulous planning of where to land, refuel and accurate
navigation. Following is a condensed version of his notes.

Preparations

Checked En Route chart for danger, restricted and prohibited
areas and low jet routes.
Used WAC charts in clear nav bag .strapped to leg to monitor
track made good-over ground.
Consulted ERSA for frequencies, elevations and circuit patterns
and special procedures at airports.
Used AvFax prior to flight for weather trerids to ascertain
best time for departure.
Used Dec Talk en route for Notams and weather TAP's
and METAR at intended landing places.
Phoned ahead where possible to ask landing permission
.
from private stations, etc.
Phoned a reliable (pilot) friend ~very 2 days to keep him
informed of the route and progress, to ensure safety/rescue,
to avoid any publicity of any kind if forced down, etc.
Planned route to avoid large areas of forest or in desert areas,
of unbroken sand hills. Use any clay pans, open fields and
roads, etc. as intended ~oute.
Day 1: Depart Illawarra Regional Airport en route for Goulburn.

Refuel. Fly via Yass and Harden to Temora. Accommodated and
fuelled by the Temora Aero Club (Thanks to Ian for the hospitality).
Distance: 175nm
Flight Time: 4.5hrs Headwind' 15kts
Day 2: Temora to West Wyalong, then on to Lake Cargelligo and

Hillston. Indicated airspeed 60kts, GPS giving ground speed at 30kts!
Ah, the joys of wi~ter westerly winds.
Notes: In strong wind, 1 had to pull in hard on the bar at 5,OOOrpm
in order to ~old 60kts and get 35kts over the ground If the wind got any
stronger, 1 ~ould land and wait it out.
A welcome sight: The William Creek Hotel, SA.
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Kicroliqhtinq
early to come and see the
aircraft. At Lake Eyre, visited
by dingoes all night.

Equipment

Garmin 89 GPS, and
IeOM A22E Airband radio.
30 Etres fuel (in 10 and 20
litre plastic containers), and
10 litres Castrol Super TT
Carried sleeping bag and
thermo-rest in the wing.
Small bag of tools, rations
and water under the seats.
Pump and repair kit, plastic
sheet cover and wing bag
in nose of trike.
Carried small compass
as back-up.

Notes: Thermals were quite
severe around midday in the
desert, so 1 tried to fly at sunrise
for the first 3 hours ofthe day>
and again during the last 3 hours
ofthe day. If1 was landing out, 1
would start looking for a landing
place at least 1 hour prior to last
light and punch it into the CPS,
in case 1 couldn't find anything
after that, so 1 could go straight
back to it if day light became
scarce (as happened today at Lake
Eyre). 1 would also note any
cleared/open areas for emergency
landings after take-offthe next
day and fly over them on climb
out.
Distance: 245nm
Flight Time: 6hrs
Tailwind' 15kts

Methods used
to Determine
Wind Direction

Calm side of dams, water
troughs, etc.
Direction of birds landing
and taking off below.
Make very low pass, then
power on - check direction
of dust raised.
Watch tree tops for
movement.
Watch dust from farm
machinery, cattle walking,
etc.
Direction of smoke.
Compare GPS ground speed
with aircraft's airspeed.

At Lake Cargelligo, landing
into strong wind, the ground roll
was no more then 20ft· Instead of
turning and taxi-ing back, risking
rollover; 1 held the bar fully
forward and the wind slowly
pushed the aircraft backwards
down the strip. 1 checked the speed
by pulling in on the bar. Much
safer than trying to turn in these
conditions. 1 collapsed the wing at
the car end ofthe strip and camped
Distance: 145nm
Flight Time: 5hrs

Day 5: Lake Eyre lookout

to William Creek Hotel.
Refuelled, then on to
Oodnadatta and Abminga
Creek. Rendezvous with flying
friends from Alice who had
camped on the Gibber Flats
near the abandoned Ghan Line.

Distance: 260nm
Flight Time: 5hrs
Side/tail wind' 10kts
Day 6: Abminga Creek

to Dalhousie Hot Springs
on the edge of the Simpson
desert. Artesian hot springs
relieved aching shoulder and
arm muscles, caused by
continually pulling in the
bar to make progress in the
strong headwinds.

Day 3: Hillston to Ivanhoe, then Boola Boola Station, Menindee,

Notes: 1 did my complete preflight checking at the end ofthe day> as it was still dark-ish in the
morning and with the haste to get airborne, more chance of missing
something. 1 found this to be more thorough.
Distance: 40nm
Flight Time: 45min

Langwell Station and Mutooroo Station. Emu's looked on next
morning. Had to taxi up the strip to clear them away.

Day 7: Dalhousie to Mount Dare station, then on to Maryvale

Headwind' Definitely

Notes: When arriving at a stationlform, overfly at l,500ft, check
that there. is no stock in yards or pens that could be alarmed by the
aircraft and upset the former (i. e. fly.friendly). Always look for power
poles near stations, towns, roads, airfields, don't waste time by looking
for wires. Yo~ won't see them until it is too late.
Distance: 250nm
Flight Time: 5hrs
Crosswind' 10kts

airstrip, Rainbow Valley and Stuart's Well. Had to abort landing after
two attempts at Rainbow Valley due to turbulence from cliffs beside
the clay pan. Landed at Jim Cotterall's Roadhouse at Stuart's Well
for the night.

Distance: 200nm

Flight Time: 4hrs.

Day 8: Stuart's Well to Bond Springs airstrip. Overflew
Day 4: Mutooroo to Curnamona, then on to Blinman Racetrack,

MacDonnel ranges at 4,500ft west of Alice Control Zone.

Marree and Lake Eyre Lookout. Marree Aboriginal School broke out

Distance: 80nm

Flight Time: Ihr 15min
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Parachute Packing Safety Notice

URGENT NOTICE
Tongarra Launch site
- Albion Park, NSW
No top landings in the designated paddock, due to new
owner and horses. For alternatives available phone Doug
Joyce on 042 617979 or land
in the bomb out paddock. •

New HGFA Insurer
The HGFA has changed to
.
.
.
a new Insurer, IncreaSIng our
cover and saving on the
premium at the same time.
The new insurer is SLE
Worldwide (Sport, Leisure &
Entertainment). At this stage
the cover of$10 million is
valid in Australia and NZ. •

HGFA Card Service Fee
HGFA Members are reminded
that a service fee of$10 is
applicable to any rating
updates that require the issue
of a new plastic card.
•

Certified Wings on-line
Current information on DHV
or AFNOR certifications can
now be found at these web pages:
AFNGR'
http://appc-th4.in2p3,frlaerotests
DHV: http:lwww.dhv.de
•

SAFE PRO on the Web
The SAFE PRO document
(recommended international
hang glider standards of safety
& training) is now available on
the FAl web site at:
http://www.fai.org/ .-fail
han~glidingl documen tsl
safepro.html
•

Forbes Results on-line
The Pre- Worlds daily & final
results will be posted on the
internet at http:wwwllozemail.
com.au/.-zupy/index.html •

Nova Website
www.cybernet.dklnova
Always under construction,
but actual!
NO~
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New Stanwell Record
On 13 January 97, Tony
Armstrongflew his APCG
Futura 30 to a new 63km
record open distance from Bald
Hill Stanwell Park. It took him
2 hours to reach Macquarie Pass
and another hour to punch the
headwind to Jamberoo. He
landed just short of Berry. This
open distance beats all previous
hang glider and paraglider
•
records from Stanwell.

PWC Venezuela 1997
The home page is ready at:
http://www.true.net!.- jreyl en/Pw
c97.htm
You'll find general information
about the competition and .also a
form to join the comp, contact
information, etc.
Jose Rey

On Saturday, 22 November a mid-air collision occurred at Devils
Dyke, UK, between a paraglider and a hang glider. The paraglider
pilot was able to regain control and landed without injury. The
hang glider pilot deployed his parachute which appeared to
malfunction. In the ensuing ground impact he suffered injuries
from which he later died.
The BHPAFlying and Safety Committee established that the
parachute had been incorrectly packed. The parachute in question
has a 'clover leaf' deployment bag held closed by the bridle looping
through a small elastic loop until the bag reaches the full extent of
the bridle. The rest of the bridle is S-folded on the outside of the
deployment bag, the folds held neatly by two elastic loops.
In the case of this parachute, the bridle line itself passed through
one of the elastic loops. On deployment, instead of the deployment
bag falling away, this resulted in it remaining attached to the bridle
line and the cover and elastic loop moved up the parachute lines
and held the mouth of the parachute tightly closed.
This kind of re-packing error has occurred before. At least one
pilot didn't want to risk losing his deployment bag and attached it
to his parachute in just this way. Fortunately, his error was discovered
during a repacking event. Another identical error has been discovered
since the accident, proving that this repacking problem is by no
means unique. Please learn from this fatality. A reserve parachute
is not worth carrying if it is not going to work.
Angus Pinkerton, BHPA Flying and Safety Committee

~~---------"..

- - Deployment cover

1st National Video
Festival Sant'Oreste

=---~

This hang gliding and paragliding fum festival is currently
being organised in Rome, Italy.
Finals are 3-6 April 1997.
Contact Cesare Magrini via
email <magrini@aconet.it> for
more information.
•

Sourcebook of Sweat
.' 97 Australian Sports Industry
Directory now on the Internet
A source of contacts in all areas
of commercial or competitive
sports in Australia, the new
1997 directory has over 3,000
updated listings for all sports by
assoclatlOns, organlsatlOns, teams
and industry bodies as well as
the support businesses that cater
to the industrial side of a
groWIng sports scene.
Available by mail order for
$30 in Australia (including
postage) or US$50 overseas from:
IMMEDIA! 20 Hordern St.,
Newtown NSW 2042, Ph: (02)
95577766, Fax: (02) 95577788.
The directory is also
accessible in full on the Internet at: http://www.immedia.
com.au

•

Parachute bridle

Retaining elastics
Ensure that when the bridle is
pulled, it comes completely free
of the deployment cover.

From Skywings 1/97

Note: For clarity the number of
bridle folds in this illustration has
been reduced .

Avalon Airshow - Be Part of a Great:Event
The AUstralian International :AirShow Down Under 97' at Avalon
on 18-23 February 1997 offers a wide variety ofattractions to the
aviation enthusiast both on the ground and in the air.
Most of the world's major manufacturers of everything from
microlights to state-of-the-art commercial and military aircraft will
be at the show, presenting their wares to an increasingly important
Asia-Pacific market. The HGFA will take part in the Aerospace
Expo, a huge indoor trade display where the world's leading
aircraft, engine and equipment manufacturers will be represented,
from the small company providing nuts and bolts to the largest
international corporation.
Numerous other activities are run in conjunction with the
Airshow, including several conferences on Aviation subjects.
Look forward to the best warbird contingents seen in Australia
for some time, vintage and veteran aircraft including the Super
Constellation, aerobatics including a Harvard formation acrobatic
team, parachute displays and the Night Alight flight and light
spectacular on Friday evening. A huge contingent of national and
international military and commercial aircraft is already committed.
Order and Requests for Information and Registration forms
for the Airshow are available from AirShoU!s Down Under,
PO Box 4095, Geelong VIC 3213, Fax: (052) 824455.
• -

Homologated FAI Hang Gliding World Records

Western Australian Pilots - Mt Bakewell Update

1. Straight Distance: 495km
Pilot: Larry Tudor (USA), Rock Springs, WY (USA), 1/7/94
Hang glider: Wills Wing RamAir 157
2. Distance via a Single Turnpoint: 495.1km
Pilot: Larry Tudor (USA), Rock Springs, WY (USA),1/7/94
Hang glider: Wills Wing RamAir 157
3. Speed over a 200km triangle: 28.64km/h
Pilot: Jean Souviron (F), Alcazaren (Spain), 1617/96
Hang glider: Tecma F 1 Evolution 142
4. Speed over a 200km triangle: 24.30km/h
Pilot: Jo Bathmann (D), Schmittenhohe (Austria), 1716/96
Hang glider: Bautek Sunrise
(This record has since been superseded by Jean Souviron)

All pilots operating out of Mt Bakewell are made aware of the
following developments: From. now on, parachutists will be
operating in the York area and landing in the York racecourse.

The following procedures for flying at Mt Bakewell have
been introduced in the interest ofsafety:
•

•

•

Tandem

Distance to a goaL- 36km
Pilot: Judy Leden (UK) & Steve Varden, South Mrica, 12/1/97

•

No Current World Record

•

Cancellation of Record

On your way to take-off, call in to the racecourse and notifY
the on-site parachuting coordinator (Manifest) that hang
gliders or paragliders will be operating in the area.
Be aware that the parachute club's aircraft, a Pilatus Porter,
is operating from the York airstrip and could be dropping
parachutists from 10,000ft over the racecourse all weekend.
Communications with the parachute club can be via:
Ph: 1800 355833, 096411131,018 915556 or on VHF
frequency 128.1 Mhz.
Observe the protocol of the site, especially if you are an
advanced rated pilot.
If you have any concerns, contact Keith Lush on 09 3679066
(w) or 09 3673479 (h).

Thanks in advance, Keith Lush HGAW'lt

Paragliders
Speed over a 50km triangle: 16.6 km/h
Pilot: Bruno Dolhaniuk (A), Stubner Kogel, Bad Gastein
(Austria), 616/96
Current World Record: 15.8km/h Qudy Leden, 20/7/94)

Parliamentary Committee to inquire into the funding
of community sporting and recreational facilities

Provisional FAI HG Record Claims from Hay '97
Category: General
1. Speed over a 150km Triangle: 45km/h
Pilot: Tomas Suchanek (CR), Hay NSW (AUS), 2/1/97
Hang glider: Moyes CSX4
Current World Record· 30.77km/h (Martin Henry, 15/7195)
Category: Female
1. Distance over a Triangular Course: 168km
Pilot: Rosmarie Brams (D), at Croyten, NSW (AUS), 2/1/97
Hang glider: Bullet RCS
2. Distance over a Triangular Course: 167.1 km
Pilot: Nikki Hamilton (UK), Croyten NSW (AUS), 2/1/97
Hang glider: Moyes SX4
Current World Record' 114.1km Qudy Leden, 2216/91)
3. Speed over a 150km Triangle: 32km/h
Pilot: Rosmarie Brams (D), at Croyten, NSW (AUS), 2/1/97
Hang glider: Bullet RCS
No Current World Record

•

Aircotec Top Navigator now available in Australia
The Swiss designed Top Navigator is an advanced instrument for
hang gliding and paragliding pilots and includes many features not
seen before. A GPSIAltimeteriVariolClockiTemperature sensor are
incorporated into one lightweight (600g) flight computer.
The computer offers easy to read information, multiple
functions are readily displayed. To name a few: Thermal lapse rates,
thermal plotting, regular thermals remembered for your next flight
including drift compensation, windspeed and direction at current
altitude, plus speed over the ground, windspeed and direction for
final approach and landing, McCready speed to fly, 8 adjustable
polar curves to suit HG or PG pilots, FAl recognised barograph,
downluploadable to computer, long life rechargeable cadmium
battery, car or 240 volts charger. Monitors thermal cycles prelaunching, remembers launch sites and take-off altitudes and 256
turnpoints and goals.
For more details call Jerry Furnell 07 55710389 or Henk van
Raalte 07 55463021.

Jerry Purnell, Aircotec

The House of Representatives Standing Committee on
Environment, Recreation and the Arts is seeking submissions from
individuals and organisations with an interest in sport and
recreation. Public hearings will be held with interested parties and
the Committee may visit different parts of Australia to see examples
of different types of facilities and learn about needs and how these
could be funded.
The Committee will:
• inquire into whether the Commonwealth Government (CG)
should be involved actively in funding in full or in part local
community sporting and recreational facilities and, if so,
whether the CG should have a dedicated program to fund
sporting and recreational infrastructure;
• determine (as far as- possible) existing and future requirements
for national, regional and local community sporting and
recreational facilities and inquire into ways in which better
utilisation can be made of existing community and educational
facilities for sporting and recreational pursuits;
• inquire into alternative options which may exist for funding
national, regional and local community sporting and
recreational facilities including, but not limited to, private sector
funding and funding via the Australian Sports Foundation; and
• make recommendations to the Minister for Sport, Territories
and Local Government on matters arising from the Terms of
Reference.
The Minister has requested that the Committee report to
Parliament by 1 October 1997 with their recommendations.
The Committee will be contacting sporting organisations, State
and Commonwealth departments and agencies, local government,
and private sector sporting interests about the inquiry.

The Committee will invite submissions to the inquiry and will
welcome submissions from other interested persons and organisations.
Further details about the inquiry, including the terms of reference,
can be obtained from the Committee secretariat.
House of Representatives Standing Committee on
Environment, Recreation and the Arts, Parliament House,
Canberra, ACT, 2600. The closing date, for submissions is
14 February 1997.

Please contact the secretariat on ph: (06) 2774580 or
fax: (06) 2774424for more information.

•
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Northern Beaches Hang Gliding Club

New from APCO

The Pioneer Voyager

APCO's new Front Load
Ballmt bag is enclosed in a
neoprene case with Kame
buckle adjuster to
accommodate different widths
in ABS-type harnesses. It is
designed not to disturb during
flight or interfere in
weightshift and can also be
fitted with a drinking hose.
The new APCO Futura
30 has proven its performance
during a record open distance
flight by Tony Armstrong from
Stanwell Park ro Berry.
For more information
contact Apco Australia on
phlfax 042 680048. APCO

After extensive testing, UK
manufacturer Pioneer Aviation
are convinced they have a
winner. The V~ager boasts
precise and light handling
coupled with outrageous glide
at speed, achieved by means
of its new internal deflexor
system. Advantages include
a lighter airframe and reduced
drag at speed.
The Voyager is available in
four sizes and Pioneer are keen
to hear from distributors.
Pioneer Aviation, The Tannery,
East St, Sth Molton, Devon
EX363DQ UK
Fax: +441769573340.
•

We were pleased to welcome Craig Worth at our December
m~ting and hear the update on HGFA matters. We are pleased
to' see'you whenever you can drop by, Craig.
Dane proudly displayed the new winch outside the pub and
Hugh and Catriona presented an excellent slide show of their
Queensland paragliding adventures.
The water landing night held in November was a great
success. A copy of the video is available from Mike ~rner.
Other clubs may find this of interest. Our thanks to Mark
Hellier for organising the event and to the two divers Ian
Hunter and Steve Crosby who saved everybody ftom drowning.
The weather was against us for the 2nd round of the
Interclub Comp with the Lower Blue Mountains and Sydney
clubs at Manilla in November. It rained most of the weekend.
Saturday was spent in the pub or at the movies with a paper
dart contest in the squash court after dinner. Some pilots
managed to get airborne in the Hunter Valley on the return
journey but most of us were too jaded to fly.
The NEW venue for Club meetings is the Long Reef Golf
Club, same date and time. Dress restrictions apply and
members should wear a shirt with a collar.

Happy New Year to all
Mike ~rner

New Tow Release

A Farewell to Wayne Evans

Tow releases originally developed from the parachute "3-ring circus"
release. With the advent of aerotowing these were rehashed into
string releases - loop inside loop with a release pin - and still
carried potential hang-ups, like misrouting of the loops, release line
wrapping around the end of the pin, release pin twist, too many
loops preventing proper fall-apart, etc. The size and weight of the
release body itself also presented problems should it snap back in
the pilot's face. Pilots often couldn't use the same release for
different types of towing - some releases are sensitive to tow line
tension and must be released with either full tension or no tension,
By designing and buiidrllg a release which could be nearfJ
infollible, easy enough for every tow pilot to use, functional on any
type of tow system and inexpensive we came up with the Linknife.
Available from the US, the "Linknife" tow release works by cutting
the weaklink and fUnctions equally well as main or backup release
with any other tow system or tow style (static, payout, aero).
After successfUl sales in the US and Canada, overseas interest has
increased and two units are currently being tested by the BHPA
in the UK.
The Linknifeweighs only 114 ounce and is available on order
for US$15 from Linknife, Birren Design Company, 502
Shadywood Lane, Elk Grove IL 60007, 8471640-0171.
Dealer enquiries welcome.
Peter Birren

On 30 November 1996, our foind, 'flying buddy and sometimes
"larrikin': ~yne Evans, died in tragic circumstances.
Wayne was one of those people you couldn't help knowing.
You only had to meet him once to feel like you'd known him for
years. As a tireless worker within the Blue Mountains Club, much
of the progress made in the past years is owed to his tenacity to
see the job through. He was a constant source of encouragement
to novice pilots within our club and took upon himself the
responsibility of assisting them. Wayne was a pilot dedicated to
the betterment of our club and the hang gliding sport in general.
Being around Wayne was fun, pre-flight checks by necessity included many extras (Camelbak not blocked with chewing gum,
glasses not smeared with onion juice, etc). There was never a dull
moment. Wayne was a "boots and all" bloke. Nothing he undertook was done in a half hearted manner. Above all, Wayne was a
dependable friend. He is sorely missed by all of those who knew him.
Our sympathies are extended to his family over this difficult time.
Graeme Garlick, President LBMHGC

Another Landing Site Lost. ..
The club has been informed by the HGFA that the Plum family
of the Kiewa Valley, just south of Coral Bank and on the junction
of Kiewa Valley Highway and Junction Creek, have requested
no further landings in their property. Their property abuts an
Emu farm whose owner has also banned flying onto his property.
Each year, we lose one or two more areas as land owners exercise
their rights. Another land owner, who is not opposed to pilots
landing on her plot is perplexed as to why paraglider pilots refuse
to use the gates to exit her land. It seems that they rather climb the
barbed wire fence than take the easy way out! Please use the gate
even ofit means a walk.
Geoff White, NEVHGC

AIRCOTEC TOP NAVIGATOR
THERMAL GOGGLES? ... ALMOST!

New Take-Off at
Johanna Beach, VIC

Flying in Canada

The recent Management Plan
for Otway National Park sets
aside an area for hang gliding
at Johanna Beach. The top of
the dune immediately west of
the east carpark is now signposted as a HG launch site.
This is the only designated
launch site in Otway National
Park. The previous site above
the cliffs east of the beach is
substantially overgrown and is
no longer to be used.
In addition, HG training
operators using Department of
Natural Resources and Environment land are required to
indemnify the Department via
a standard waiver agreement.
A copy of this agreement is
available from the HGFA
office at Tumut.

•
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The Canadian flying season
kicks into high gear when the
Australian season comes to a
close. The most consistent XC
weather in Canada is from May
through late June.
The western Canadian Site
Guide (presently 100 sites) can
be purchased through the
address below. Computer heads
will also find it on the WWW
at: http://www.advision.com/
Homc Pageslaccountslmidtoadlh
pac.htm
For further information
contact: HPAC Administrator,
email: hpac@mindlink.bc.ca
21593 94AAve Langley B.C.
Canada VIM 2A5
HPAC Administration
Ph/Message/Fax 1 604 8825090

Fred T. L. Wilson

M~nilla Sky Sailors
now on-line

New LAZER Helmets

Information on the club, area,
sites and the upcoming Australian
PG Open can be found at:
http://gri.une.edu.aulmss
Felix Burkhard

HGFA Bulletins 30 & 31
These bulletins are now available
to members from their club
secretaries.
Bulletin 30 & 31 contain the
following information:
• Minutes of Board & Annual
General meetings,
• Income & expenditure budget
revisions 96/97,
• Financial performance for
95/96 projects,
• Quarterly financial report,
• Competitions Committee
meeting,
• Changes in fees,

•

The Lazer is a carbon-kevlar
full face integral helmet from
Cross-Lazer SA, internationally
known manufacturer of
motorcycle and sports helmets.
Designed specifically for air
sports, the Lazer full-face helmet
has earned the EC Security
Label for HGIPG use and is
now available in Australia from
Aerial Pursuits for an
introductory price of $180.
The helmet is available in
4 sizes, S, M, L, XL, weighs
only 780g and can also be
supplied fitted with an internal
microphone and speaker
suitable for most handheld
UHF radios.
For more information, call
John Reynoldson at Aerial
Pursuits on (03) 95970527
or fax (03) 95981302.
•

Lower Blue Mountains Hang Gliding Club
On behalf of the committee and members of our club I would
like to wish all of you a happy new year.
On (0 the flying side of things, the 2nd round of the
interclub contest between the Northern Beaches, Sydney
and Blue Mountains clubs which was scheduled for 23 & 24
November was a total washout with reasonably heavy rain
on both days. For those who arrived early and stayed an extra
day, flying was great on Friday and Monday (Typical!).
The only other flying to be had, was a paper plane contest
conducted on Saturday night which Northern Beaches won
in very doubtful circumstances. As a result, the placings for
this contest remain: Northern Beaches 1st, Blue Mountains
2nd and Sydney 3rd.
Our Annual Christmas Party was held on 7 December 96
and was very well attended. A good time was had by all, with
heaps of food and drink (non alcoholic of course) being
consumed. A number of prizes were awarded for various feats
throughout the year. Receiving one of these awards was a
doubtful honour.
Safe flying in the new year,
Graeme Garlic

The World First in-flight computer
for paragliders/hang gliders.
Fully integrated onscreen 128x128 dot
LCD graphics display.
Altimeter and Vario.
Built in GPS.
Thermal mapping.
Thermal centering.
Lapse rate /Climb rate.
Regular thermal sources.
FAI recognised barograph.
McCready speed to fly.
Speed over ground.
Wind speed and direction
at your altitude/final approach.
Polar curves and much more!
Hands free operation.
Easy to use. Only 600gm.
In car rapid charger
or 240V.
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'd arranged to meet Pascal Ferret, Ulrich Kosmer, Rob Fakes and
Karen Lederer at Geneva airport to drive to Samoens, France,
where we were to spend the next 10 days. We arrived just in time
for lunch and some afternoon flying.
The Samoens valle.y was simply beautiful. Still suffering from jet
lag, I decided a sleddy would be just fine for my first flight in France.
The take-off was at 1,600m - just a little bit different from flying at
Stanwell Park. For the first ten days, we flew a different site every day,
all within about an hour's drive from Samoens.
Living in Stanwell Park generally means that I get to fly a couple
of times a week if I'm lucky, so after flying every day since I arrived in
France, I couldn't believe that I actually wanted a rest day. But that
wasn't to be. After getting up at 6 o'clock and driving for an hour, we
arrived at Chamonix. I grew up in Temora, a very flat area of the NSW
Riverina, and the thought of a 13,OOOft take-off seemed quite scary to
me. On arrival at the cable car station our guide handed us crampons
and an ice axe. What had I gotten myself into? After catching the
second cable car, we finally arrived at the peak of LAiguille du Midi
and, holy sh**, it's a long way up! I had a look around and it became
very clear what the crampons and ice axe were for.
We had to walk along the ridge from hell. It dropped off about
3,OOOft on either side and after crawling all the way along it, we
finally reached the take-off With a gentle icy breeze blowing up the
face, I couldn't wait to get into the air. 9,OOOft top to bottom Yeehah! I flew down to cloudbase at 6,OOOft and played around in the
morning thermals. After about an hour it was time to land before the
valley breeze picked up and I had to end my most memorable flight.
By the time I had packed up my glider the breeze had become quiet
strong and we witnessed some very interesting strong wind landings,
including two tree landings by a couple of local novice pilots. .
We left Samoens for Alvard and the famous St Hilaire-du-Touvet
near Grenoble. The "Coup d'Icare" paragliding and hang gliding
festival held here encompassed a trade fair, a second hand market, free
flying films and a fancy dress flying event which was unfortunately

I
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Top: Taking off into the Samoens valley. Inset: Urban flying in Monaco.
Above: First ascent - L'Aiguille du Midi, Chamonix.
Photos: Gavin Hanlon

washed out, although a couple of hangies managed to fly in the rain.
The trade fair was huge, with displays from all the big hang gliding
and paragliding manufacturers. After 5 fun filled days in St Hilaire,
we eventually headed off to St Andres-Ies-Alps.
St Andres-Ies-Alps is situated in Haute Provence, a hotter and
drier region than the other areas we had visited. One of the
paragliding locals told us that thermals between 10 and 15 m/ s were
quite common here during the middle of summer. Again, we got to
fly every day we were here. However, the mistral winds meant that we
could only fly early in the morning on two of the days. On the other
days, the flying was spectacular along the 14km ridge in 5m/s
thermals. We even managed a trip to Monaco for one day.
21 days we spent in France, on 19 of these we flew. I clocked up
around 18 hours of airtime and thanks to Pascal's local knowledge we
were able to fly in places most tourists wouldn't know. The flying,
organisation, accommodation, retrieves, transport, food, wine, cheese,
people, scenery and weather left me with some spectacular
memories. I might even have to go overseas again next year!
<

Tour de France '951 18 out of 20 Cross Country flying days at world famous French sites (Ann ecy,
. M·leussy....
)'"..
Ch amonlX,
Tour de France '961 19 flying days in 3 weeks!!! 18 different sites, two of which being the awesome Aiguille
du Midi (10,000 ft top to bottom) and the legendary Saint-Andre-les-Alpes !!!
Tour de France '971 You can do it too!!!

• With Australian/French qualified instructor
Pascal Ferret.
• 3 weeks in September '97.
• Pilots intermediate level and up.
• Group number limited to 8.
• Price: $ 3,950.

• Includes:

• Deadline:
• Contact:

Return airfares (open).
Van hire and petrol.
French licence (compulsory).
Local instructor / guide/ in terp reter /
driver.
31st March '97!! So hurry!!
Pascal Ferret
5A The Drive, Stanwell Park NSW 2508,
Ph: (042) 943533/ Fax: (042) 949 250

Introducing the latest Reserve Parachute

The HGR 20
Check out these features:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Weighs only 2.5 kg
Totally Australian made
Manufactured in S.E. Queensland
24 hour hotline seven days a week
Always in stock for immediate delivery
Assembled in deployment bag and ready for fitting
Built to the same high standards as skydiving parachutes
Can be repaired by an Australian Parachute Federation approved
parachute Rigger "B"
9. Free owner's manual with every parachute
1D. Other models and sizes available

Proudly manufactured by:

Roochutes Australia Pty Ltd
PO Box 125, Wynnum Q 4178

Phone: 07 38901716
Fax: 07 38901718
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these nevv books ' nave something for everyone.

Aviation Answers
This new book is a reference guide for all
things Aviation. "Aviation Answers -

Everything You Need To Know, But Didn't
Know Who To Ask)) covers 25 different topics

Sky Adventures
- Fantasies of Free Flight
As with most short story collections, the
quality of contributions in "Sky Adventures Fantasies ofFree Flight))varies quite
considerably, but the overall standard
is high and the book is an entertaining read.
Most of the stories are about hang
gliding, with the odd paragliding story
scattered in here and there. Similarly, most
are set in the USA, with only occasional
forays off-shore. Many "There I Was ... "
and "My First XC"-type yarns are mixed in
with some instructional, some comical and
some historical entries. The latter includes a
description of the first world distance record
- just 26 miles - set in Hawaii on a glider
with a 5: 1 glide ratio.
The book concludes with a touching
tribute to Australian Tim Travers. If you're
new to the sport, you'll find much here to
inspire you and for older hands, much to
identify with, as well as frequent welcome
reminders of why we do what we do and
how worthwhile it can all be.

Sky Adventure is available from Skydog
Publications, 6511 Deepwoods Dr, &moke VA
24018-7645, USAfor US$14.99.
Richard Moffatt
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and is jam packed with helpful hints and
guidance. It gives practical information on
topics such as: Flying for a career or leisure?
Military or civil? Pilot or navigator? Fixed
wing or rotary? Careers such as Air Traffic
Control, Flight Attendant, Engineer and
even Aviation Firefighting as well as Piloting
are represented. Plenty of details on Ultralights, Gliding, Skydiving, Aeromodelling,
even Computer Piloting are also included.
Aviation Answers also lists contacts for
each particular interest group. The aim of the
book is to educate the reader before making
the big decision and spending big dollars.
A good investment for anyone
contemplating a career within this specialised
industry or looking for an exciting form of
recreation involvement.
Author Brenton Davis has been involved
in Aviation since 1984. He has enjoyed
private fixed wing flying, worked as a
helicopter rescue crewman and as an ATPL
helicopter pilot.

The book is available within Australia
for $15.50 from Strive Concepts,
PO Box 3, Sandgate Qld 4017 .

Touching Cloudbase
- The Complete Guide
to Paragliding
Now available in its 3rd edition, "Touching
Cloudbase)) has useful new inclusions
covering tandem flying and paramotoring.
Authors Ian Currer and Rob Cruickshank
have also added a handy list of most of the
world's manufacturers of paragliders,
harnesses, reserves and flying instruments.
The book is illustrated with good quality
colour photographs and occasional cartoons
to provide light relief Although it is difficult
for a publication of this size (192 pages) to
cover all aspects of paragliding, the authors
have done fairly well.

The book makes several references to
paragliders as "machines" which sounds as
odd as the official definition of a paraglid~r
published in our own HGFA Operations
Manual: "Flight may be assisted by manually

flapping or deforming the aerofoil assisted by
resonance springs or bungies and valves. ))
Go on - look it up if you don't believe me.
A few important topics, such as flying in
the correct weight range for a canopy and the
different types of harnesses and backplates
are glossed over and some of the descriptions
for training obviously apply to British
training techniques and left me somewhat
puzzled. Other sections though, such as the
part devoted to tandem flying, will be of
interest to all pilots. Reminders on canopy
care and maintenance are also universal.
The book is sold through several
paragliding schools in Australia. The video
version has been available for some time and
is a definite must for the student pilot. I have
played and replayed my copy dozens of
times. A CD-ROM version is also available.

David Bowyer

KEITH LUSH

T

he new ramps at Shelley's beach had been completed 11 weeks
ago and as far as I could tell, no one had flown a hang glider
off them yet. It took two seconds of persuasion for Mike
Ipkendanz (the designer),. Graham MacDonald (the instigator) and
myself to decide on a lightning trip to West Cape Howe to see if
we were lucky enough to crack a fly from one of the ramps.
Using the "short cut" just south of Mt Barker, we were able
to reach the camp site in 41/2 hours, despite a rather large kangaroo
that came off second best to my newly powder coated roo bar, less
than 2km from the end of the journey. Crawling out of my swag
on Saturday, after temperatures had dipped below 5°C that night,
I wondered if this hang gliding lark was worth the effort. The
morning turned out to be too light and too far off to the south
for either ramp and we went in search of a better site.
Back Beach gave us no joy and after lunch we visited Sand Patch.
This site offers some magnificent cliff soaring from the famous
Albany Gap to the East and Mutton Bird Island to the West. We set
up the gliders on a flat piece of hill top that had recently been cleared
by a fire and launched into a 10kt breeze coming off the sound.
I headed off east searching for the promised lift, but soon discovered
this was going to be a shorter flight than I'd hoped. The breeze
refused to play ball and after 30 minutes of scratching, Mike landed
and I set up my approach to follow suit. The breeze was still playing
tricks as I started my crosswind approach a little early and found
myself in mild rotor about 20ft up. Pulling on speed to compensate,
I landed in a hollow just short of my aim. The ensuing flare buried
my keel so well in the dirt that it kinked, right behind the rear wire
connection point. Talking about the flight with Mike immediately
after, I was relieved to find that he had experienced the exact same
sensation while airborne. It felt like the bar needed constant pushing
. out to stop the glider from going over a waterfall - as if an invisible
hand had grabbed the keel and was pushing it up all the time. The
breeze had been occasionally backing off to the left about 5°, causing
turbulence that rolled along the cliff top rather than provide a stable
lift band. It added to our learning cycle and I wasn't too disappointed
with my first flight at "the Patch". There's always tomorrow.
Back at camp, after a plate of my famous spaghetti bolognaise
and a bottle of not so rough red, things looked great: A forecast
southeasterly and tonight was going to be a lot warmer.
Next morning at 6am, Mike drew us out of the swags with those
stirring words "it's on". And it was ... for about 10 minutes. Running
repairs to my errant keel section were completed to everyone's
satisfaction and we cleaned up olir gear for a quick getaway after
our expected fly. We carted the gliders to the top and those of you
who know Shelley's will identifY well with what went on from 8:30
to noon that Sunday morning.
After propping the windsock next to take-off, we gazed out
towards Eclipse Island. Hmm, looks like it might come on in about
an hour. We wandered back to the car to unload the gliders, then
wandered back to take-off for another look. The windsock still looked
like a limp sausage skin. Maybe an hour and a half Back again and
after setting up our gliders, we used their shade until the march flies
drove us crazy. Back at the front, the windsock is now moving a bit.

The eagle was keeping an eye on Kevin Davison flying at Shelley's, Albany
WA. Kevin is a deaf hang glider pilot and a very good one at that.

Photo: Clayton Isbel

Maybe another hour. Was that a white cap out there? Nah, just a
seagull. We gazed enviously at a sea eagle, effortlessly circling up
in lazy 360's without moving a feather. Big sigh ...
It was then that we discovered a design fault in our main ramp:
We should have installed some comfY seats just under the front edge
where the decking provides shade and the slight breeze, by now just
starting to pick up, keeps you cool and the march flies away. We
might incorporate some magazine racks as well ...
Well, we sat there for another half hour, watching the seabreeze
sitting a kilometre off and refusing to come in. This always happens
when you've got the car_packed for the trip back to Perth and you
want one last flight before the 450km drive. On this occasion our
patience was rewarded and the bay gradually filled with white caps,
signalling good flying at Shelley's. Our parapente mate took off early,
giving the ramp the thumbs up and 20 minutes later we launched
into a classic Shelley's seabreeze.
Dingo beach to Dunsky beach at 800ft and who cares what time
we get back home! I'd designed some special UHF radio antennas
for hang gliders and Graham and I put some kilometres between us
to test them out. They worked better than I'd hoped and once I clean
up the prototypes, I'll publish a description for those interested.
The ramp take-off was magnificent. A perfect slope to encourage
a good run without popping the nose and enough height off the end
to clear the bushes further down the hill. We will approach CALM
for permission to trim a large clump of bush to the left of the ramp
to ensure we have a wonderful, safe launch facility.
Once again, our Albany gamble with the weather had paid off
We might have spent 9 hours driving for 2 hours flying, but once
1,000ft above the ocean, watching dolphins feeding on schools of
bait fish, it was all worthwhile.
On our way back home, some 160km from Perth, Mike said
something that made us wish we were back there: ''About now the
air at Shelley's would be silky smooth and really heavy. You could fly
anywhere you wanted without any effort at all, then have a bit of fun
spot landing on the beach just before dusk."
We'd all experienced what Mike was describing and lapsed into
silence for a while. Nothing for it but to get home to the family ~
and start planning the next excuse to head back down there.
al
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goals, $$ seemed to be the most
important in everyone's minds so much
time was spend on the issues of sponsorship.
Great new and way out ideas emerged during
the brainstorming sessions.
Professional coaching is directly related to
money raising and was therefore left until the
money started to become available. In the
meantime, the services of Ian Jarman were
obtained. Ian is a great resource to the
Federation and by sharing his knowledge and
experience, we had a fantastic coaching session
under his guidance. Thanks Ian.
Two days were spent, flying at "Streeters",
a special thanks goes to Peter Champion for
organising our use of this fantastic site, owned
by his friends.
Mini comps were organised on both days,
with the squad split in two. Emphasis was
on getting each entire team into goal. Rob
Schroettner made goal brilliantly on the first
day, but left his team behind. A lack of team
preparation was blamed.
On the second day, a short headwind leg
tested the field and Peter Bowyer fared best.
Special thanks has to go to Ross for providing
the retrieves.

These pages: Snap shots from the PG training camp.

Photos: Michael Jowett

Most participants probably expected to
improve their individual flying skills, but the
main result of the camp was the positive
feeling everyone received from the group
effort. Paragliding is often an individual sport
and it was wonderful to see pilots making the
effort to get together to promote the sport
and progress it as a team.
Congratulations to Andrew Kemp who
was voted in as squad captain and thank you
to Peter Cohn, our squad manager, who
organised the whole affair and got us

illto~thcr
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i Ca~'I ",your nearest

Ai.r wave dealer:
SYDNEY PARAGLIDING
CENTRE
STANWELL PARK, NSW
TEL: 042 949065
MARK MITSOS
ALPINE PARAGLIDING
BRIGHT, VIC
TEL: 057 551753
HIGH ADVENTURE AIRPARK
MID NORTH COAST, NSW
TEL: 065 565265
LEE SCOTT
RAINBOW PARAGLIDING
NOOSA,QLD
TEL: 07 54866182
JEAN LUC LEJAI LLE
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OPERATIONS MANAGER'S REPORT
introduced to cover the cost of maintaining the
site (unfortunately site fees are an increasing
phenomena these days). Overcrowding in
the air at Stanwell has also necessitated
the introduction of new rules when wind
conditions are light. These rules include
closing the launch and/or limiting soaring
time when conditions require. The
introduction of these rules has been
necessary because some pilots fail to use
common sense and common courtesy when
conditions are crowded.
Wherever you fly, if it is dangerously crowded
in the air, don't take off - common sense. If you
are in the air and pilots are waiting to launch
you may have to cut your flight short to allow
others a chance to fly - common courtesy.

More Common Sense

Regulatory Review
I am currently involved in a review of all
aviation regulations in Australia. The
associations administering the various forms
of sport aviation are working together to
formulate policies and proposals to be put to
CAS A and the Transport Minister for review.
The prime aims of the review are to harmonise
the Australian regulatory requirements with
worldwide practice and to simplify the
regulatory system . The review is adopting
the United States' system of FAR numbering
and will introduce new Civil Aviation Safety
Regulations (CASRs) which will replace our
current system of CARs, exemptions to CARs
and CAOs. It is likely that we will end up with
one CASR Part which, along with an approved
Operations Manual, will contain all of our
operational and administrative requirements.
This new system will be much easier to
understand and will hopefully be more in
line with international requirements.

Site Management
There is a growing need for clubs to become
more aggressive in site management. This is a
result of various factors, the most ominous of
which is the increasing concern from site
owners in regard to their legal liability. In light
of this trend , many government bodies are
carrying out risk assessment of our sites on
public property.
The Bald Hill launch at Stanwell underwent
such an assessment recently which resulted
in the Stanwell Park Club having to carry out
some improvements on the launch and review
their operational requirements at the site.
There is talk of a site usage fee to be

.
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On a similar theme, I still hear of pilots flying
in weather conditions well beyond their skill
and experience level. The likelihood of this
occurring seems to be directly proportional
to the number of kilometres driven and
amount of time spent in getting to the site.
Unfortunately, there seems to be a mind-set .
among some experienced pilots that if they
take new pilots flying with them there is an
obligation to get them in the air - despite
conditions being inappropriate. Please
exercise restraint in such situations.

Motorised Paragliding
There has been significant growth in the
use of motorise'd paragliders recently. The
HGFA has now gained CASA approval to
issue motorised endorsements to Paragliding
Certificate holders. Details of the requirement
for endorsement issue are available from the
Tumut office.
The growing use of these back-pack power
units has created a new range of problems.
Pilots flying these aircraft must appreciate
that the noise these machines make, coupled
with their relatively low airspeed, can very .
easily upset members of the public. I have
already received several complaints in this
regard. There is a tendency for pilots to fly
these aircraft in the vicinity of existing hang
gliding and paragliding sites, which has led
to complaints from local residents which
may endanger gliding sites. Many people
are prepared to tolerate gliding operations,
but introduce a noisy engine (or even a notso-noisy engine) and their tolerance quickly
wanes. Please keep this in mind when flying
these machines' - avoid flying near existing
gliding sites - or any houses or members of
the public for that matter.

Advanced Pilot Certificate
Requirements
A discrepancy in the Operations Manual has
been brought to my attention: there is an error
in the table on page 7-5 regarding the amount
of experience required as an Intermediate
pilot prior to issue of an Advanced Certificate.
The inclusion under Requirements for Issue
in Section 7.3.4.2 (a) is correct - an applicant
must hold an Intermediate Pilot Certificate
for a period of at least twelve months prior
to Advanced Certificate. The error in the
table will be corrected when the Manual
is next reviewed.

Paragliding Speed Systems
I have received several reports of dealers
or instructors selling paragliders fitted with
a speed system without explaining how the
system is used. I ask that anyone selling a
paraglider with a speed system ensure that
the purchaser is made familiar with the set-up,
use and possible dangers of this equipment.
A speed system (or accelerator) can be a
vital safety tool to enable the pilot to increase
the canopy's top speed in the event of
encountering an unexpected increase in wind
speed or to escape being blown backward if
caught in an area of wind compression or
venturi. However, the system must be set up
correctly and the pilot must be made aware
ofthe increased possibility of a collapse,due
to the lower angle of attack of the wing when
the accelerator is applied. Usually when using
a speed system the brakes are kept off, with
the hands continually on the brake controls
and the pilot ready to ease off on the
accelerator stirrup in the event of a collapse.

Accidents
Nol
Intermediate Pilot
Hours not known many years flying
High performance
Aircraft:
hang glider
Broken ribs, punctured lung,
Pilot Injury:
crushed back vertebrae
Aircraft Damage: Minor
Weather:
30+ kt wind,
strong turbulence
Inland site
Location:

Pilot
Experience: .

Description:
Pilot launched in very strong wind, which
continued to pick up whilst he was flying.
Other pilots had opted to land in open
paddocks in front of the mountain. The injured
pilot intended to land in a small paddock next .
to his home on top of the mountain.
.
On encountering extreme turbulence the pilot

opted to land in a mango tree believing that
landing in trees is safe (having done so many
times before). Though there were no witnesses,
it appears that the glider was turned downwind on final approach, impacted a tree on
a neighbour's property and fell from the tree,
the pilot hitting a timber fencepost sideways.
Comments:
Considering the wind strength the pilot should
not have attempted to land in the tight landing
area (or in the tree). Tragically he may not walk
again as a result of his injuries. The dangers
of landing in strong winds are obvious, it is
critical to choose the most open area available
to land. Trees are not a safe landing option;
in an emergency perhaps . .
No2
Pilot'
Experience:
Aircraft:
Pilot Injury:
Aircraft Damage:
Weather:

Location:

Novice Pilot
17 hours
Standard paraglider
Fractured pelvis and foot
Nil
8 kt wind,
moderate turbulence
Inland top landing

Description:
The pilot had landed on this site several times
previously, using a downwind approach
toward powerlines at the back of a cleared
area on top of the hill, followed by a 180 0 turn

onto a short final to land. On this occasion,
shortly after initiating the 1800 turn, the pilot
realised that the powerlines were looking a bit
close for comfort and started to increase bank
angle. In doing this he applied too much brake
and the glider went into a spin. The pilot let the
brake up as the glider came into wind, the
glider went into a recovery dive and the pilot
swung through and hit the ground before the
glider had a chance to recover from the dive.
Comments:
This sounds to be a very exacting top landing
site; as is any tight landing which requires
a downwind approach toward powerlines.
The experience level of the pilot suggests
that he should not have been attempting to
land at this site.
No3
Pilot'
Experience:
Aircraft:

Intermediate Pilot
71 hours
High performance
hang glider
Cuts and bruises to leg
Pilot Injury:
and head
Aircraft Damage: Bent leading edge and keel,
2 broken down tubes
Weather:
5-20 kt wind, light turbulence
Location:
Inland site
Description:
Pilot lacked commitment on starting his
launch; the glider lifted off shoulders

* Australian Flight Tours * Paragliding * Hang Gliding * Microlites

prematurely and the pilot lifted off the ground
shortly after, "popped" nose, dropped one
wing and could not regain flying speed or level
up before hitting a dead tree 15 metres in front
of launch and spinning to ground.
Comments:
The primary cause of this accident is a lack of
adequate pitch control during the launch. This
was compounded by the fact that the pilot had
flown only twice in the previous nine months
and was a little nervous due to his lack of
currency. If he had been a microlight or
general aviation pilot he would have been
required to undergo a check flight with an
instructor and carry out several take-offs and
landings, unfortunately this is not easy with
our gliding sports. However, I recommend
that after a long layoff, pilots take the time
to practice a few launches at a training slope.
If you are in the habit of "popping" the nose
on launch I recommend that remedial training
is sought - your instructor can assist you to
remedy any bad habits you may have
developed. Ask other pilots for feedback - if
you are not able to consistently launch without
letting the nose "pop" during the launch run,
you need remedial training - to ignore such
a problem is to court disaster.

Fly safely,

Craig Worth

Why cOllie to
~ High Adven-ture Airpark?

FLY the USA in 97
Fly the sites of L.A., Owens Valley, Las
Vegas, Utah, Oregon and the famous flatland Xcountry area of Chelan for 12 day?, then fly to
Florida for 5 days of aero towing behind the
Dragon Fly and maybe visit Disney World just
up the road, to get some photos for the kids of
course!
Sit back and relax with High Adventure's
experienced team, travel in a new 10 seat
airconditioned bus' with ~railer and prepare for
the flight tour of a lifetime. Plan' ahead now!
Limited to 8 pilots only. The first 12 days are
sUit,able for both Hang and Paraglider pilots.
Save big $$$$ on a new glider for the tour!
Tentative dates are set for 14 July 1997, cost
of the tour only $1,080 - not including air ticket.
For more details on the tour contact
Lee Scott on Ph/Fax 065 565265 NOW!

Because they have
• Flight sites for both hang & paraglider pilots.
• Ridge/Thermal soaring & training sites for all wind directions,
most in a 15km radius of the Airpark.
• Uncrowded soaring sites.
• Flying & teaching all year round (The best winter sites
in Australia).
• Winch & Aero tow facilities on site.
• New hangar facilities & airstrips.
• Live in license courses with affordable, clean &
scenic accommodation.
• 460 acres with deep river frontage & grassy training slopes.
• Plenty to do for the family
• Experienced, caring, relaxed instructors.
• Novice refresher & endorsement certificate programs.
• Group & club discounts.
• Just 4 hours drive north of Sydney, right on the
Pacific Highway.
Come to High Adventure Airpark, where students and
pilots come first and Tandem flights are second!

Contact Lee Scott on 065 565 265
for information on courses, sites and accommodation.

High Adventure Airpark, Pacific Highway, Johns River NSW 2443
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MIKE WARNER, SECRETARY NBHGC

There has been much discussion recently concerning
safety and site ratings and the Club's safety officers
have since reviewed these issues. Following is a brief
account of the background issues and the logic
behind the resultant decisions as presented at
the last club meeting.
Mike Medlock launches at Charlotte Head, Pacific Palms.

~

iscussions about insurance liability and the extent of cover followed
a recent incident in which a spectator sustained a broken leg at
Long Reef Inquiries indicated that if pilots are not flying
according to the requirements of the Operations Manual or are flying
a site for which they are not licensed, then insurance cover under
HGFA membership could be negated or reduced, leaving the pilot
either uninsured or with reduced cover due to contributory
negligence. In effect, the pilot may be left footing part of the bill,
which could be substantial, in any damages settlement.
If the injured party is unable to obtain satisfactpry compensation
from the pilot's insurance they will probably look for the next source
of recompense which will usually be the land owner. The majority
of Northern Beaches s·ites are Council land and whilst the two local
Councils are aware of our presence, only one site, Long Reef, is
officially recognised. An application has been made to Pittwater
Council for recognition of other sites, including Newport,
Warriewood and Cooks Terrace.
Pittwater Council are taking a greater interest in our activities,
highlighted by a recent incident involving two of our senior club
members. On a sunny spring morning in the middle of the week,
conditions were perfect for undertaking some maintenance on a
clifftop launch. They set off with lawn mower and brush cutter to
tidy up the site. A good westerly was blowing which would take the
noise of their activities out to sea and not arouse the- interest of the
local residents. Unfortunately, the chief ranger of Pittwater Council
was also enjoying the sunny weather by having lunch at the nearby
lookout. A heated debate ensued when the puffy crimson faced
ranger confronted the duo and visions of the local lockup loomed
large in proceedings. However, a more rational discussion eventuated
with the ranger offering Council to maintain the site, his main
concern was liability for people working on Council land. He also
expressed concern about local flying activities, stating that he'd seen
'one of those parachute things' caught in a tree at one site adjacent
to a busy main road. An agreement was made for an official
submission to be lodged with Council for recognition of the major
flying sites in the area. During discussions much emphasis was placed
on the fact that the sport is self regulating and strict requiremen~s
apply controlling licensing and activities of pilots.
In view of these events, the safety officers met twice and reviewed
site ratings and operations at local sites. At the first meeting, we were
under the impression that sites should be rated in line with pilot
certification i.e. restricted, intermediate or advanced. The ratings were
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published by Craig Worth in the News section of the Dec/Jan
Skysailor. These ratings caused considerable concern amongst club
members, particularly intermediate pilots with substantial coastal
hours, who have been flying the now upgraded sites and would
henceforth be precluded unless they obtained advanced certification.
Discussions included the rating system: Many coastal fliers would
remain intermediate certificate holders for a long time, not having
the inland experience to become advanced pilots. Indeed, some
pilots are not interested in inland flying and may not proceed
past intermediate. We therefore needed a rating system to
accommodate our particular situation and safeguard against pilots
with inadequate experience flying potentially dangerous sites.
Our preferred system is based on a minimum number of hours,
and an endorsement procedure.
Discussions with .Craig Worth revealed that, since the club is
responsible for rating and administering the sites under its control, it
has the right to set ratings considered appropriate. At a 2nd meeting
of the safety officers the site ratings were amended to the following:
Site
Orientation
Long 'Reef
NE
Long Reef

SE

Hang Gliders
Restricted
Intermediate +40hrs

Paragliders
Restricted
Restricted

& Endorsed

Long Reef

N

Not suitable

Intermediate

Warriewood

NE

Intermediate +1OOhrs

Intermediate +100hrs

& Endorsed

& Endorsed

Intermediate +100hrs

Intermediate under

& Endorsed

supervision until endorsed

Little Turimetta ENE

Not suitable

Intermediate

Cooks Terrace E

Intermediate +80hrs

Restricted

Turimetta

SE

& Endorsed

Newport

SE

Careel

E

Mona Vale

S

Whale Beach
Blackheath

W/SW

Intermediate +80hrs

Intermediate under

& Endorsed

supervision until endorsed

In"termediate supervised Intermediate supervised
Intermediate under
Intermediate +1OOhrs
supervision until endorsed
& Endorsed
Closed pending

Closed pending.

new launch site

new launch site

Intermediate under
Intermediate under
supervision until endorsed supervision until endorsed

The following definitions apply:

• endorsements will be recorded in a
register administered by the Club and
the pilot issued with an endorsement
notification.
The Blackheath site requires further
discussion since under certain conditions it
is suitable for restricted certificate pilots. In
addition, this site is flown extensively by
other clubs with whom we will be consulting.

1ntermediate under supervision' does not
have a minimum hours requirement.
1ntermediate supervised'means an
intermediate pilot may fly the site under
the supervision of a SSO, an Advanced
pilot or instructor but cannot be endorsed
for the site due to its nature.
1ntermediate +80hrs & Endorsed' means
an intermediate pilot having achieved the
prerequisite hours may seek to fly the site
under the supervision of a SSO and become
endorsed for the site as outlined below.

Contacts:

Endorsement procedures:
• upon obtaining the prerequisite number
of hours a pilot may seek site endorsement;
• endorsement shall be assessed by an
•
•
•
•

Dane Snelling at Seal Rocks.

appropriate Club SSO;
the pilot is required to undertake site assessment with the SSO
prior to flying;
following the above the site may be flown under supervision;
when the SSO is satisfied that the pilot has suitable site experience
he/she may be recommended for endorsement to the Club SO;
upon agreement of the safety officers the pilot will be endorsed
for the site;

The NBHG club has now three SSOs who
can endorse pilots:
Forrest Park (HG & PG) (02) 94502674
Glenn Salmon (HG)
(02) 99180091
Mike Eggleton (PG)
(02) 94517127
Visiting pilots are welcome at our sites
Photos: Mike Warner
but please contact a safety officer or
preferably a senior safety officer before
flying. As stated in the Dec/Jan issue of Skysailor all pilots flying
at a NBHGC site for the first time must be supervised by a safety
officer. It is also a club rule that all restricted certificate pilots display
a red streamer.
Please abide by the rules and help to retain the sites by acting
responsibly and our thanks to Craig Worth for his help on
this issue.
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Tech Topics

Trike Accident! Incident Survey

oilowing previous issues of Skysailor, where the importance of
using clean fuel has been emphasised, Dean Snow from Victoria
points out in his "letter thatjf the fuel contains very fine
suspended dirt particles, these may go through even a good filter
funnel. The "bush remedy" he recommends is to place a tanned
chamois leather in the funnel and filter the fuel through that, slowly.

F

Fuel Filter Safety Tip

I"""

All trike and ultralight pilots who think they are doing the right thing by using filter
funnels, might want to reconsider their use for keeping dirt and water out of the
tank. Although they don't stop all dirt and water, a filter funnel is better than
nothing, but I found just how much dirt and water gets past, when fitting a new fuel Ir
filter to my Quantum 582 at 75 hours. Pumping fuel into the filter for the first time it
immediately started to stop dirt, a lot of dirt! The original plastic filter fitted to the
Quantum had only been stopping the larger particles. I now use a stainless steel
mesh type, never paper filters.
The most efficient way to ensure only fuel enters the tank and fuel system is to
remove the filter from the funnel and lay an oil tanned chamois leather in it, held by
a rubber band atthe rim. Try pouring a cup of water and fuel through, only clean
fuel will pass. The flow rate is a bit slower than a filter funnel but the inconve- '
nience is worth the improved safety and reduced engine wear.
Dean Snow
PS.: I have a 900m air strip on my holiday cottage resort at Anglesea Victoria,
call Dean Snow at Maroo Park on 0352632989. Pilots and families most welcome.

Manoeuvres to Avoid

Date

No

30/10/96

7

Ale Type
Airborne
Edge 582

licence

Total hours Type hours

Injury

Pilot

68

Nil

68

The pilot wason final approach to land in good conditions with a 2-3 knot
crosswind, the runway consisted of a mown grass strip of ample length, 25 metres
wide, down the middle of a mature wheat crop.
Due to becoming distracted on landing approach, the pilot allowed the aircraft to
drift into the bordering crop where it tipped over, sustaining moderate structural
damage.
Refreshingly, the pilot considers himselfto blame for not concentrating 100% on
that most critical phase of the flight - the landing!

Comment:
Landings, in any type of aircraft, are always one of the most demanding
phases of flying. CASA estimate over 40% of all accidents happen
during the landing sequence (see below), and that "human failure" is
present in about 80% of all accidents. Crosswind landings, even in
light winds, only increase the difficulty, particularly after a long flight,
when you may be fatigued, hungry or complacent.
It is worth sitting upright in the seat, slapping yourself on the face and
saying "Right, just concentrate for these last critical 15 seconds, and
then you'll be safely on the ground, taxiing to a halt, then you can relax."

Accidents during Phase of Flight

High Speed Spiral Dives and Extreme Nose-High Attitudes
Looking back over the past six years of Australian and Overseas
serious microlight accidents, there is definitely an element,
particularly prevalent in Australia, of "Lets go and perform some wild
aerobatics!" which features in some of the fatal accident reports. '
T his may be due to the "Hot-dog surfer culture" or possibly the
failure to realise that the limits typed on the flight placard on the trike
basetube are there to be observed. These figures are arrived at from
actual measurements during certification and you go beyond them at
your peril. Most trikes have near identical placarded limitations, typically:
• Do not pitch nose up or down more than 45 degrees from the
horizontal, or exceed 60 degrees of bank.
• N o negative g or aerobatics manoeuvres including whip stalls,
tailslides, loops, roils, spins and stalled spiral descents.
• Vne is also listed as 58kts, 7 Ikts or 78kts depending on type.
(XL, Edge, Quantum).

=------

:---- 4.2% Taxi-ing
16.0% Take-off
35.7% Flight
42.7% Landing

• On the pull out from such a manoeuvre, a load of several g
is experienced, possibly resulting inatrframe failure.
• The rapid rotating motion and g build-up can lead to nausea
and disorientati~n in the pilot.
• The descent rate can exceed 2,000 feet per minute and some pilots
beginning a pull-out at 1,000 feet have barely missed the ground.

High Speed Spiral Dives

Ifyou ever find yourself in a high speed spiral dive)

In normal flight, the maximum and minimum angle of attack is
lim ited by the movem ent of the control bar. Maximum airspeed (bar
against pilot's chest in straight flight) is normally less than V ne.
0
H owever, in curving flight (e.g. a descending 360 turn), pulling
the bar in and increasing bank can lead to a rapidly accelerating spiral
dive. DON 'T DO IT !
Due to the combined pitch, roil, yaw and sideslip forces on the
aircraft, it is very easy to exceed Vne. Even the docile old Pegasus ,XL,
which is hard pushed to do 52 knots in level flight, can be wound up
to exceed V ne in only one turn of a high speed spiral dive.
T he dangers of exceeding V ne are many:
• You overstress the airframe.
• Yo u do not have a 4g safety margin any more.

recovery procedure is:
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1.4% Ground

the approved

• Reduce power.
• Roil wings level.
• Level out very gradually and gently from the fast dive to avoid
overstress and the possibility of a high speed stall.
If you need to lose height quickly, reduce power, pull the bar
in smoothly, and descend in a straight line. Spiral diving on a
heavy machine like a trike is not a safe option.

Next month: Avoiding extreme nose-high attitudes.
Readers of Tech Topics are advised that the HGFA and Paul Haines do not hold themselves' .
responsible for any ofthe solutions that may be offered to the problems contained in this •
bulletin. Any soiutions constituting a modification ofthe aircraft's type approval certificate
must be cleared with the manufacturer.

Choosing a Hellnet
ost people try on helmets that look good, then ask the price,
then consider protection. I have flown with motorcycle
helmets, cheap bicycle helmets and hang gliding helmets.
I would prefer a bowl shaped pushbike helmet and don't like
wearing even that. But like a lot of long-time fliers, I realised that you
think you don't need a helmet at all, until you really need the best
there is, by which time it's too late to go shopping.

M

GILBERT G RIFFITH

will be more than the weight of most helmets. It may be possible
to design a helmet that creates enough lift to compensate drag,
takes the load off our neck muscles and helps hold our head up
when flying prone.
Most important in choosing a helmet are light weight, comfort
and the overall shape. Streamlined rear projections are fine if you
only look ahead, but will hamper head swivelling and may even
catch on the harness.

What is important in a helmet?

o

Protection
@ Comfort
@) Weight
Looks
Price
Extra weight is one of the concerns people quote when talking
about helmets. The reasons we look for light flying helmets are:
to make it easier to hold our head up when flying prone
and to look ahead and up;
@ to give freedom of movement for swivelling our head; and
@) to keep our total weight down to improve performance.
Articles on drag components have taught me that pilot drag
(3.3Ibs at 27. 1mph) is going to be felt in the arms and neck. Using
guesswork, I'd estimate that drag on each arm and the helmet/head
would be similar. So at 27.1 mph you get about 1.1lbs of drag on
your neck muscles. This amount will increase at higher speeds and

o
o

o

Pe ri p h e ra l vi s io n

Most sunglasses will affect peripheral vision more than a good helmet.
Any helmet designed to accommodate goggles will give ample room
for your eyes to look around.
If you are relying on your peripheral vision while flying, you are
not looking around enough. To avoid obstacles, look around and scan
the sky as much and as often as possible.
I now use a full face helmet. Mine is ASTM and ANSI certified,
has vents for cooling (sharp objects penetrating the vents are a
debatable possibility), rubber protection on the edges around the face
and neck openings and a good thick liner. It weighs 1kg, but needed
slight modifications because of a double D-strap fastening. Made in
the USA, mine cost a fair bit here in Australia, but there are plenty of
other similar designs on the market. Choose a reputable manufacturer
and a tested and certified product. Remember that cost is the
~
least important consideration when it comes to safety.
a.l

Based at IIlawarra Regional Airport, w e are the
closest full time trike school to Sydney.
We stock:
• New and second hand Airborne and Pegasus trikes.
• The full range of Comunica intercom systems including
the super-lightweight Kevlar "Beta" helmet.
• High-gain all stainless kingpost aerials.
• The ultimate lightweight fully galvanised trailers.
• Plus just about everything a trike pilot needs.

PAUL HAINES (Chief Flying Instructor)

(042) 941 031 (office) 018603 009 (airfield)
l .
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when some austrian bloke decided to walk across

my impending path of peril. the ensuing crunch

sickening wet snap

~f my basebar retur:ung.to the ground was ;othing comp,a red to the
rus leg made when rIght Ul front of me he tripped-slipped-and . . h.it-the . . deck~

.

even that was dwarfed bv the yodeU-esque scream etnittirigfrom a mouth that had probably seen it's .

fair share"of bratwursts.

"dangerous sport. that mountain walking i thought to myself. as we all
t1

dropped the noses of our gliders for theimminerit arrival of the rescue helicopter.
"'~

,_..,:.;. -'" a short while later i launched into an express elevator.
the glider hummed, creaked, and &pir~ed ever-upwards, twitching ~owand then~ ..... .. ...

t

as noW

'. .' ..... .... fi bin ' and havmg hooked my kingpos w
.
it was as if a giant cloud was . s
g,
furiously reeling me Ul.

soon i was at base, and headed over towards

the 'Wilderkaiser
.
,

stopp
. ing to t~'k.p h t
the W""'Y
.
this p 0 0 on . . n .

iw!uddenly i remembered back, 12 years ,ago Qn. this very day,
b ing loaded into an ambulance. having smashed my leg to pieces Dymg llTesponsiblyat long reef.
as the sharp teeth of the wilde rkaise r opened up below me, i smiled ruefully
.
t d
...
at fate.
o ay at lea t, it was Som one lse's tum.

Rules

0' .he Air

Illustrations courtesy of Airborn magazine, NZ

The glider with right of way shall maintain course and speed, according to the followin g rules.
It is the responsibility of all pilots at all times to take all possible measures to avoid collision.

An Alphabet
for Novice Pilots
ALF B . LAUDER

~
I

~

~
I

~
Never try more than one new
thing at a time, e.g. new harness
and towing instruction.

Always do a hang check
- it's the best way to ensure
you're hooked in.
0

HEAD ON:
When two gliders
are approaching
each other head
on, or
approximately so,
each pilot sbaU
turn right.

0

Before doing a 180 or 360
turn, take a quick look over
each shoulder.

Constantly be aware of wind
direction and on the lookout
for ~uitable landing zones when
flying unfamiliar areas.

orink plenty of fluid before
going cross country or take a
supply of water to drink during
yo ur flight.

Observe what the top pilots
do to stay up or go further;
copy them or follow them
and you'll learn.
Pre-flight your glider before
each day's flying and after a
hard landing.
Ouantity airtime is essential
so you can enjoy quality airtime.
Take time to learn and practise.

Empty your bladder before
a long cross country flight.

Reach for your parachute handle
whilst flying - know exactly
where it is.

Foster goodwill with landowners
by closing gates and saying
"thank you" where possible.

Sunburn is a real possibility
during long flights - use
sunscreen or zinc on your face.

Get your harness undone and
drop into hang well before your
final upwind landing approach.

Tree landings - if unavoidable,
try to grab a branch so you
won't fall.

Harnesses need the same TLC as
gliders. Clean and maintain
them and pre-flight them before
each flying day.
'Is hang gliding addictive?
Probably!
Join a club - it's one of the
best ways to learn. Get
involved in competitions
and weekends away.
Keep in the good books
with wife/husband, etc. by
doing what they want to
on non-flying days.
Learn to be patient when going
cross country. Don't leave '50 up'
or even zero sink unless you're
sure to find something better.
Minimise the chance of stalling
when launching from a steep or
sheer site by 'diving' off, rather
than flying out.

Use WD-40 or similar on ball
tips and VG pulleys occasionally.
Variometers should be used
as an aid to your own senses
- don't fly glued to the dial.
Wash your sail annually with
warm water and light detergent.
Rinse off thoroughly and allow
to dry before packing up.

Xtra care is needed when
paragliders and hang gliders
are mixing - keep a
constant lookout.
Vawing under tow will
be lessened if you stay in
"hang" until you release.
Zoom into landings, rather
than mushing in; that way
you'll always be able to
~
flare out.
aJ

OVERTAKING:
The overtaking
pi lot shall keep
well clear of the
glider they are
overtaki ng by
passing on the
right side.

i

~
~

....
~
,,'
/"
I

~

~

t

HEAD ON, ON
THE RIDGE:
Pilot with the
Iidge on their
right has right of
way (and may
stay closest to
the ridge).

~

I

~
OVERTAKING, ON
THE RIDGE:
The pilot who is
overtaking shall pass
between the other
glider and the ridge.
This is so that the
glider being
overtaken does not
turn into the passing
glider. (When ridge
soaring, turns are
normally done away
from the ridge.)

i
~
~

....
~

"I
"
/

~
I

~

en
<D

'\

co~~ogI~~i"g ~-------~~~:

at approximately the same altitude, the pi lot which
has the other on tbeir right shall give way.

LANDING: The lower glider has the right of way,
but shou ld not cut in fro nt of another glider which
is on fina l approach.
If a pi lot is aware that another glider is making an
emergency landing, they should give way to if it is
possib le to do so safely.

THERMALLING:
The first glider in decides
which direction to circ le and
all others must follow the same direction.
OVERTAKING WHILE CLIMBING: The lower
glider has right of way. The top glider must let the
lower glider through as the lower glider can not see
clearly above. Thi s also applies when ridge soaring.

(~

The Coun.ry Code

We are all dep~ndent on good relations with the farmers who
own the land we fly on. Here are some guidelines to ensure
that you and other pilots will be able to continue to fly.
ALWAYS CHECK with local pilots before flying at new sites.
ALWAYS ask permission to fly unless you are absolutely certain
that the owner allows use of the site without asking.
CHECK AGAIN at Springtime as most farms have pregnant and
newborn stock that can easily be frightened and injured.
DO NOT show displeasure or abuse an owner if permission is
refused. This could hamper getting permission in the future.
ALWAYS GET PERMISSION to take a vehicle onto a property.
Ensure that vehicles without gliders are not taken onto the
property. Put all gliders on one car rather than have a
convoy crossing the property. If stock is near, drive slowly.
LEAVE GATES as you find them, gates may be closed to keep
stock in or open to allow stock to feed. Ensure that all pilots
and drivers understand.
USE STILES and gates where ever possible, if you must cross
a fence, cross at a post or strainer post.
AVOID hay standing or cut unless permission has been given
to cross it.
AVmD landing in paddocks containing crops or stock.
:> Carefully move off crops to avoid damage.
Dgl;~J ~r LlBHT FIRES at any time.
~, ,. DO ,TN )f SMOKE during fire risk times.
, DO NOT TAKE DOGS onto any farm or property.
DO NOT disturb plants or machinery, move around it.
LEAy~NO RUBBISH.
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S ..OP PRESS • S,.OP PRESS • S,.OP PRESS •
The Sunshine Coast Hang Gliding Club would like to
~ voice its disappointment with some of the actions of
fellow pilots in Queensland during the last few months.
I am secretary/treasurer of the SCHG club. During November
1996, whilst in Rainbow Beach for the weekend, I was surprised
to see a large amount of advertisements for hang gliding and
paragliding tandem flights available from Rainbow Beach. On
closer inspection, I realised that these advertisements where for
instructors From a club some 200km away.
We have five hang gliding and paragliding instructors in our
club who also hold endorsements to perform Tandem Instructional
Flights. After some research and discussion with our own
instructors, I was led to believe that these outside instructors
come to our area regularly for training, use our facilities and
perform tandem flights for money during the peak time whilst
our own instructors are running a club competition and are
unable to do the same.
These outside instructors are not involved in our club, they
have not helped to work on the walkways or ramps that our club
has built and continues to maintain. They have no contact with
local authorities to maintain good relations at our sites.

Thanks very much to those who have sent
in info for the site guide. However, we are
still hoping to receive the following
promised info.

Long Reef
Rylstone
Stan well Park
Blackheath
Manilla/Corryong

Jim Allan
Mark Robertson
Clive Gilmour
Steve Crosby
Dick Heffer

All this work is done by our own instructors and club members.
The above situation recurs year after year and recently our
club decided to impose a levy on all instructors and commercial
tandem operators who use Sunshine Co~t club sites. This levy is
$100 for 12 months and includes 12 months membership of oUr
club. All instructors belonging to the Sunshine Coast club had
no problem with this arrangement and promptly paid the levy.
The out-of-towners completely disregarded our request and
ignored signs posted in the area informing them of the levy.
These same pilots, while performing tandems from Rainbow
Beach, also ignored requests from our Senior Safety Officer to
pay the levy.
To date I have had no reply to my correspondence to these
pilots. The pilots in question know who they are.
How would you like it if our instructors did the same thing
next to your place of business in peak time while you were busy
with club activities?
Cathy Edmunds, Secretary SCHGC

Illawarra sites
Tarana
Longbeach/Batemans Bay
Kangaroo Valley
Burragorang
Blackheath
Cambewarra Mountain
Mt Keira
walgan Valley

James Nathaniel
wayne Evans
Gary Hooper
Craig Docherty
John Sperring
Graham Garlick
Allan Bush
Allan Bush
Neil Glennon

Borah/Manilla
Redjack
Glennies Creek/Singleton
Hill 60
Brakenback

Walter Krainick
walter Krainick
Allan Bond
Steve Bell
Carl Futterleib

We need lots more sites to be included as
well, so please keep them coming. Another
form is included for those who need one.

Thanks, Leo

Site Name: ................................................................................................................................................................................................................. .
Site Guide Info: ........................... ...................................................................................... .. ................... .. ................................................ ................. .
This is just a guideline for a sites details, ifyou don't know them, can you please ring around to find out, if that doesn't work just send in what you've got.
Write any comments you like in the lower section, there is a few suggested headings but you don't have to stick to them. Also please attach a hand drawn map.

Your Name: .................................................... Ph: ............................... .

. ........................ .................................................... .. ............ .................. .

Club controlling site: ............................................................................ .

. ............................................................................................................ .

Wind direction facing: ...................... flyable from: .......... to: ........... .

. ............................................................................................................ .

Minimum Ratings:

HG ................ PG .................. Trikes: ............... .

. ................... .. ................. .. ................. ... ... .. ........... ..... ...... ..................... .

Type of Site: Inland Mountain .......... Towing ............ Coastal ............. .

. ..... ................................ ........... ..... ........ ....... ................. .. ......... .... ........ .

Special rules / Warnings:

Height:

AGL: .............. ASL: ............. .

Local Contacts:

Name: ............... ..... .... Name: .......................... ..

. ............................................................................................................ .

Ph: .............................. Ph: .............................. ..

. ............................................................................................................

Nearest Hospital ................................................................................... .
Comments, Description, Access: (take off area, landing paddock;
access etc.):

~

Directions (how to get there):
..............................................................................................................
..................... .. ........................................................................................

attach extra pages if required.

Please return to: Steve Hosking, 19 Gladswood Gardens,
Double Bay NSW 2028 or email to: exs@ozemaiLcom.au
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Pilots
Tulloch. Geoff
Holtkamp. Rohan
Newland. Mark
Cooper. Drew
Gilmour. Stephen
Adams. Dave
Moyes. Stephen
Heaney. Grant
Duncan. Rick
Blenkinsop. Steve
Coomber. Kraig
Beplate. Justin
D4rand. John
Zupanc. M'ichael
,
Relibechi. Joel
Staver. David
McLoskey. David
Franklin. Darryl
Chadwick. Brad
Duncan. Russell
Heaney. Tove
Jackson. Mike
Telford. Brent
Murdock. Paul
Osborne. Malcolm
Bull. Neva
Rottman. Don
Ganderton. Jenny
Paton. Len
Redman. Dave
Noud. Toni
Macleod. Glen
Cannon. Jamie
Hood. Peter
Beavis. Alan
Rees.lan
.Dossetor. Geoff
Macdonald. Chris
Kambas. George
Dillane. Nick
O·Dowd. Mick
Hubbard. Guy
Chadwick. Sarah
Strickland. John
Macrae. Colin
Sugden. Stuart
Beck. Phil
Sangster. Trevor
Bieske. Gordon
Holt. Greg
Hoeffs. Steve'
Duncan. Shane
Kohr. Graham
Gonsalves. Bernie
Fimeri. Gary
Heffer. Dick
Croal. David
Sanders. Andrew

Comp 1

Comp 2

Comp 3

Comp 4

Comp 5

Total
1.823.0

FLAT95

SEQ94

NAT96

SEQ95

FLAT96

380.9

366.7

362.4

361 .1

351.9

NAT96

BCUP96

FLAT95

FLAT96

SEQ95

389.6

386.3

351.2

348.3

343.1

FLAT95

NAT96

FLAT94

SEQ95

FLAT96

436.6

357.9

349.7

345.5

315.4

SEQ95

FLAT95

FLAT96

SEQ94

FLAT94

375.8

368.8

364.8

349.5

332.4

FLAT95

BCUP95

NAT96

FLAT96

SEQ95

391.2

356.1.

351.4

347.6

335.7

NAT96

FLAT95

FLAT96

BCUP96

BCUP95

376.1

350.6

341.4

330.5

301.1

FLAT95

FLAT96

BCUP95

FLAT94

SEQ94

420.9

347.8

322.1

315.7

267.8

FLAT95

NAT96

FLAT96

FLAT94

BCUP96

378.0

364.8

344.3

305.8

276.7

SEQ94

NAT96

SEQ95

FLAT94

FLAT96

371.8

359.7

359.5

310.9

251.8

FLAT95

BCUP95

NAT96

SEQ94

OPEN94

402.3

336.5

335.3

291.8

285.3

FLAT96

BCUP96

NAT96

FLAT95

SEQ95

375.0

340.6

337.7

313.7

284.1

FLAT95

FLAT96

SEQ94

NAT96

FLAT94

412.0

334.2

333.5

279.8

274.3

NAT96

SEQ95

353.8

.325.2

FLAT96

SEQ94

FLAT94

305.1

291.8

279.9

SEQ94

FLAT95

FLAT96

BCUP94

BCUP95

337.9

319.5

317.2

277.3

273.9

FLAT95

NAT96

FLAT96

BCUP95

OPEN94

373.9

323.8

322.3

260.6

237.6

FLAT95

NAT96

FLAT94

SEQ94

BCUP95

326.5

300.0

283.4

272.8

262.7

NAT96

FLAT94

FLAT96

FLAT95

BCUP95

316.5

296.7

294.2

252.6

240.4

SEQ95

FLAT95

NAT96

FLAT96

FLAT94

331 .2

314.2

289.5

250.2

199.2

NAT96

FLAT96

BCUP96

FLAT94

BCUP95

328.2

270.7

266.4

245.8

228.4

NAT96

. 373.4

FLAT95

FLAT94

FLAT96

WA94

319.9

311.4

222.1

107.6

FLAT95

BCUP95

BCUP96

FLAT96

FLAT94

379.6

252.0

238.0

233.1

209.4

FLAT96

FLAT95

NAT96

SEQ95

BCUP95

311.6

268.7

267.4

230.9

226.2

BCUP96

FLAT95

FLAT94

SEQ94

SA96

308.8

305.9

248.4

178.1

169.3

FLAT95

BCUP95

SEQ95

BCUP96

FLAT96

268.7

257.6

251.3

221.8

205.7

FLAT95

FLAT96

FLAT94

SEQ93

393.1

315.9

282.0

171.2

NAT96

BCUP96

SEQ95

FLAT94

NSW95

235.1

224.0

191.3

175.1

FLAT96

FLAT94

FLAT95

BCUP95

BCUP94

252.1

249.1

227.6

221.6

193.3

FLAT94

FLAT95

NAT96

FLAT96

BCUP94

270.0

235.2

217.7

216.6

201.7

FLAT94

FLAT96

FLAT95

NSW96

OPEN94

283.8

242.9

237.3

197.0

175.8

SEQ95

SEQ94

FLAT96

NSW96

SEQ93

315.9

290.5

268.2

194.6

65.0

SEQ95

FLAT95

BCUP96

FLAT94

OPEN94

256.9

242.7

218.5

208.3

198.3

SEQ94

SEQ95

SEQ93

NSW96

OPEN94

303.3

262.0

199.8

200.1

151 .2

FLAT95

NAT96

SEQ95

ENG95

348.5

329.4

261.3

174.4

FLAT94

FLAT95

SEQ94

BCUP96

OPEN94

231 .8

228.2

224.5

217.0

198.6

NAT96

FLAT95

SEQ94

SEQ95

228.0

224.0

221.8

195.1

FLAT95

NAT96

FLAT96

FLAT94

BCHP94

240.9

236.5

225.6

178.6

171.7

SEG95

FLAT95

BCUP95

VOPN95

313.3

302.9

283.8

152.1

FLAT95

FLAT94

SEQ94

SEQ95

NSW95

263.4

218.8

199.5

192.0

172.6

BCUP96

BCUP95

OPEN94

FLAT96

BCHP93

234.7

224.0

189.1

142.4

SEQ95

FLAT95

BCUP96

FLAT96

NSW96

241.9

211 .0

206.8

200.5

165.1

FLAT95

FLAT94

NAT96

FLAT96

OPEN94

253.3

250.0

240.2

187.1

44.4

FLAT94

281.7

1,699.7
1.674.3
1.669.6
1.653.7
1,651.2
1.651.1

NAT96

FLAT94

FLAT95

BCUP96

FLAT96

208.8

204.5

194.9

188.0

173.0

FLAT96

BCUP96

SEQ95

SEQ93

ENG95

272.3

206.3

204.4

163.4

119.8

FLAT94

FLAT95

BCHP94

FLAT96

BCHP93

270.3

226.7

167.7

162.9

135.5

NAT96

BCUP96

FLAT95

BCUP95

SEQ94

248.7

213.1

191 .6

151 .8

147.3

SEQ94

OPEN94

NSW96

SEQ93

WA95

331.4

184.9

170.6

151.7

107.5

FLAT95

FLAT94

FLAT96

NAT96

BCHP94

221.3

200.5

185.0

179.9

158.0

SEQ95

BCUP96

SEQ94

SEQ93

254.1

242.6

230.1

214.8

SEQ95

FLAT95

NAT96

FLAT94

BCHP94

244.7

200.5

196.1

166.3

127.4

NAT96

BCUP96

BCUP95

SA95

303.7

171.5

120.4

4 (4)

6 (9)
7 (6)
8(10)
9 (48)
10 (5)
11 (55)

1,633.8 12 (12)
1,555.8 13 (15)
1.525.8
1,518.2

14 (7)
15 (13)

Comp 1

Salmon. Glen
Cassar. Rav
West, Peter
Toogood. Adam
Freeman. James
Ross, Helen
Summons. Harry
Hill, Ken
Kelley. Paul
Watson. Andy
Schroeder. Phil
Bennet. Jeff
Charters. Chris
Ebeling. Peter
Hansen. Sue

,
1,445.4
1,400.4

16 (11)
17 (14)

1.384.3 18 (30)
1,339.5
1,334.4
1,312.1

19 (22)
20 (17)
21 (29)

1,304.8 22 (87)
1,210.5

23(32)

1,205.1 24 (24)

1,148.8
1,143.7
1,141.2
1,136.8

25 (21)
26 (54)
27 (16)
28 (18)
29 (20)

1,134.2 30 (33)
1,124.7

31 (27)

1,116.4 32 (49)

1,100.1 34 (23)
1,100.0
1,053.3

1,046.3

FLAT96

SEQ94

FLAT94

NSW95

282.1

263.2

243.7

116.7

FLAT95

SEQ95

FLAT94

SEQ94 .

SEQ93

228.9

203.9

196.4

133.2

128.9

SEQ95

SEQ94

NSW96

SEG93

295.3

248.4

185.5

135.0

FLAT95

BCHP94

BCUP95

BCUP96

190.3

SA96

188.6

165.7

165.4

FLAT94

146.9

FLAT95

SEQ94

NAT96

220.9

NSW95

165.7

157.2

152.6

FLAT94

146.7

FLAT95

NSW95

OP.EN94

245.3

BCUP94

205.1

161.1

120.0

NAT96

103.:7

WA96

FLAT96

BCUP96

232.4

FLAT95

194.7

173.8

.118.7

105.7

35 (25)
36 (37)
37 (28)
38 (35)

1,037.1 39 (19)
1,025.3
975.0
974.2

323.0

3 (1)

1,782.0 . 5 (2)

1,052.1

246.9

FLAT96

2 (8)

Pilots

Purcell. Trevor
Hibberd. Rob
Rebbechi. Brian
McGree. Colin
Bevan. Col
Free. Michael
Horton, Troy
Worth. Craig
Omundsen. Gary
Gordon. Dave
Gemmel, Stephen
Giammichele. Tony
Mersham, Nefl
Hill, Wes
Hutcherson. Tim
Finch. Pat
Hall. Baden
Westbrook. Ian

969.2

40 (71)
41 (76)
42 (43)
43 (47)

966.2 44(123)
963.1

45 (31)

952.5

46 (90)

946.1 47 (26)
944.7

48 (41)

941.6

49 (84)

935.0

50 (74)

918.6

51 (168)

905.7

52 (45)

891.3

53(44)

864.2 54 (61)
856.9 55 (39)
843.1 56 (38)
835.2

57 (40)

825.3

58 (166)

Martin. Rick
Duncan, Ian
Gilligan. Kevin
Biernat, Peter
Cummings. lain
Jones. Scott
Nevins, Richard
Duncan, Warwick

Comp 3

Comp 4

NAT96

BCUP96

BCUP95

FLAT94

246.7

161.3

134.8

Comp 5

FLAT95

SEQ95

BCUP95

VOPN95

BCHP94

134.2

131.7

128.1

123.9

FLAT95

SEQ94

FLAT94

FLAT96

230.5

188.6

172.8

163.9

NAT96

FLAT95

BCUP96

FLAT94

BCHP94

174.2

158.1

148.8

144.7

118.0

FLAT95

NAT96

BCUP96

FLAT96

201 .6

176.8

153.3

SEQ94

SEQ95

FLAT94

OPEN94

SEQ93

197.4

181 .2

171.4

94.0

93.1

FLAT94

FLAT95

BCHP94

FLAT96

VSP93

195.7

183.9

162.0

155.1

28.9

SEQ93

234.2

190.5

BCHP94

SA96

SA95

SA94

BCHP93

172.6

157.2

151.7

117.7

102.5

FLAT96

BCHP93

BCHP94

SA95

SA96

160.2

127.4

105.5

76.3

NAT96

BCUP95

FLAT94

SEQ94

FLAT95

164.1

151.1

138.9

121.3

102.6

NSW95

FLAT94

NSW96

BCUP96

188.9

170.3

168.4

135.0

ENG95

BCUP95

SA95

175.9

164.7

81 .3

FLAT94

SEQ95

FLAT95

NSW96

FLAT96

135.9

135.3

132.1

129.3

125.3

BCUP96

SA96

OPEN94

SEQ93

BCHP94

183.1

138.1

114.7

112.5

101.5

SEQ94

SEQ93

SEQ95

FLAT96

ENG95

176.8

153.4

129.4

94.5

89.8

BCUP96

BCUP94

198.3

196.4

FLAT96

FLAT94

FLAT95

OPEN94

BCHP94

148.3

137.9

125.0

112.8

106.8

SEQ95

SEQ94

SEQ93

VOPN95

BCUP95

193.2

156.5

136.0

95.7

48.4

FLAT95

BCUP95

SEQ94

WA94

132.6

109.5

90.6

BCUP96

SEQ95

BCUP95

NSW96

ENG95

153.8

134.3

122.3

110.4

107.5

FLAT95

SEQ94

SEQ95

NSW96

191 .6

183.8

166.7

84.0

SEQ94

BCUP96

OPEN94

SEQ93

202.3

164.9

137.8

118.6

FLAT96

NAT96

FLAT95

FLAT94

168.3

157.2

153.5

126.8

FLAT96

SEQ95

SEQ94

VOPN95

SEQ93

BCUP95

196.9

186.5

93.6

73.0

50.4

SEG95

SEQ94

SEQ93

238.8

204.2

154.5

SEQ95

OPEN94

305.9

286.8

BCUP95

BCUP96

BCHP93

BCHP94

BCUP94

137.1

134.2

125.9 .

103.3

87.4

FLAT96

BCUP96

OPEN94

WA94

182.4

168.8

126.6

96.6

BCHP94

BCUP95

BCUP96

SA96

SA95

140.1

115.7

106.5

102.9

102.5

FLAT94

NAT96

BCHP94

FLAT95

VSP93

152.9

151.5

111.3

102.1

49.7

FLAT94

NSW95

FLAT96

NAT96

125.7

99.0

92.1

90.2

NSW95

134.7

FLAT95

NAT96

BCUP96

192.8

192.9

165.3

BCUP96

BCUP95

ENG95

219.1

172.9

158.2

FLAT95

BCUP95.

291 .1

250.0

FLAT95

FLAT94

284.7

253.9

SEQ93

SEQ94

SEQ95

195.9

195.9

145.1

660.2

71 (181)

649.9 73 (85)

630.8 76 (70)
629.8

77 (91)

629.7

78 (60)

628.3

79 (201)

605.8 82(160)

302.5

187.5

70 (138)

623.6 81 (59)

FLAT95

OPEN94

662.6

626.1 80 (139)

301.7

FLAT94

67 (82)

633.4 75 (34)

297.0

230.7

701.7

643.9 74 (96)

SEQ93

FLAT94

66 (51)

657.9 72 (94)

238.7

172.5

723.9

678.0 69 (66)

BCUP96

180.9

63 (199)

697.4 68 (63)

238.3

FLAT95

743.8 62 (57)

725.6 65 (53)

SEQ94

FLAT96

61 (73)

737.1 64 (42)

SEQ95

228.0

59(156)

758.6 60 (52)

737.5

299.2

204.3

Posn (Prev)

755.8

205.8

-

Total
790.4

240.7

FLAT95

Mollison. Paul

Comp 2

247.6

151.6

231.1

325.5

1,791.3

1 (3)

1,113.6 33 (144)

FLAT96

FLAT95

1,805.1

1,162.2

323.3

367.0

1,818.5

Posn (Prev)

604.2

83(158)

600.4

84 (124)

597.5

85 (106)

592.7

86 (152)

587.9 87 (86)
574.4

88 (176)

567.7

89 (77)

567.5 90 (64)
558.6 91 (128)
557.7

92 (67)

552.9 93 (65)
551.0

94 (204)

550.2

95 (89)

541.1

96 (98)

538.6

97 (83)

536.9 98(121)

FLAT94

SEQ94

SEQ93

SEQ95

FLAT95

163.2

120.0

95.3

78.5

76.3

NAT96

BCHP94

BCHP93

VOPN94

232.6

182.1

91.8

22.2

533.3 99 (81)
528.7 100 (95)

Permanent International Ranking System (PIRS)
Rk Name
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
17
19
20
20
22
22
24
25
26

Nation PIX

Tomas Suchanek
Manfred Ruhmer
Richard Walbec
John Pendry
Alain Chauvet
Gerard Thevenot
Darren Ar.kwright
Christian Cie ch
Guido Gehrmann
Jim Lee
Drew Cooper
Oleg Bondartchuk
J C Dittmar
Shaun Kimberley
Jobst Baumer
Serge Tastet
Mark Gibson
Brad Koji
Jean-Marc Dumont
Gerolf Heinrichs
Eric Poulet
J F Palmarin i
Jean Souviron
Larry Tudor
Nelson Howe
Mark Schenk

CR
A
F
GB
F
F
GB
I

D
USA
AUS
UKR
VZL
GB
D
F
USA
USA
F
A
F
F
F
USA
USA
CH

1.467
1.447
1.405
1.455
1.386
1.378
1.369
1.346
1.433
1.330
1.332
1.346
1.348
1.364
1.319
1.318
1.283
1.291
1.273
1.285
1.273
1.410
1.319
1.273
1.237
1.234

RIX

CIX Rk Name

2,176
2,106
1,784
832
1,571
1,026
1,007
1,259
. 414
1,393
1,120
895
804
640
1,129
990
1,532
1,295
1,567
1,225
1,455
197
648
944
1,395
1,443

907
893
859
852
841
816
810
807
806
802
793
791
788
787
786
779
777
775
772
769
769
761
761
751
746
745

27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
38
40
41
42
43
44

44
46
47
48
49
49
49

Dave Sharp
Roger Strub
Mark Newland
Rohan Holtkamp
Rupert Plattner
FranGoise MOGeilin
Geoff Tulloch
Allan Barnes
Mats Karlsson
Bob Baier
Steve Blenkinsop
Martin Harri
Franz Herrman
Martin Storz
J.F. Gerard
Steve Moyes
Robin Hamilton
Steve Gilmour
Hans Thornander
Gerald Woll
Mike Stephens
Mike Zupanc
Andre Wolf
Holger Bolz
Christof Kratzner

Nation PIX
USA
CH
AUS
AUS
A
F
AUS
GB
S
D
AUS
CH
CH
D
F
AUS
GB
AUS

S
D
GB
AUS
BR
D
D

1.333
1.227
1.222
1.239
1.215
1.337
1.229
1.308
1.229
1.201
1.209
1.211
1.197
1.440
1.172
1.191
1.181
1.156
1.226
1.231
1.150
1.158
1.162
1.169
1.139

RIX

CIX

340
t,377
t,456
1,082
1,459
244
1,056
345
1,008
1,447
1,240
1,150
1,414
48
1,746
1,291
1,129
1,491
527
414
1,241 ,
1,070
1,003
886
1,425

742
739
738
736
734
730
729
728
727
725
724
722
722
717
716
715
703
699
699
693
689
688
687
687
687
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1
Cap
$12
Polo Shirt with embroidered HGFA 10gQ
in white, green & navy (sizes 16 to 24) $30
Rugby Top with embroidered HGFA logo
in navy & green (sizes 16 tQ 24)
$40
Embroidered badge
$6
' $4,95
Metal Lapel Badge
Car stickers
'$1.50
Topographic maps for all areas at
discount prices.
Please add $3pp for all prders. Discounts
available for bulk purchases. Cheque, money
order, bankcard, visa and mastercard accegted,
phone orders welcome. Actual prices may
vary from those shown. Terms: payment with
order. Delivery 14 days when ex stock.
t

I

Charged at $80 per half day of inspection plus
travel expenses (max. $250 per inspection/approval).
Includes all updated material from Level 7.

$10

Membership'
12 months

$20

State &

, Victoria & Tasmania
r ,. ~ ~ i~
,
ACT
Sth NSW & Nth 'NSW
Sth QLD & Nth QLD
Additional Family Member (12 months)
Short Term Membership (4 months)
Visiting Pilot Membership (4 months)
Trainee Membership (TM) 10 Days
available through instructors only
(6 issues)"Skysailor" Subscription only
Overseas (sent SAL)
Overseas (sent Airmail)

$175

$25
$30
$20
$35
$25
$20
$55
$80
$45

$175
""4

$15
$55
$70
$90

$300
$80

$50
Microlight Aircraft Registration
(Initial issue)
Microlight Aircraft Registration
(Renewal)
Level l Club Coach (Valid for 4 years

$100
$50

Issue & ~enewal- ililduoes FAI
~;poli1ling ILicer:ul: e, ,liTrlaF1l!Jal~, et!!:)
Level 2 Competitions Coach (inc\. ACC
course, re§istratiGn 8( manuals, etc)'
$30
MI S~@rting Licence fiR!!:!. H6FA
Competition Manual, Section 7
FAI Sporting Code, Records Claim
Pack (initial' issue)
$20
FAllnternational Pilot Proficiency
Identifi(:ation Card (lPPI) Non-competition
flyi ng overseas
" $Hv
Com~etitions Manual
$10
Tow Guidelines
$nil
Replacement Operations Manual
$10
Replacement Operations Manual Binder $15
Log Book
$5
There is no charge for PHG Temporary
Satellite Facility approvals,
.

Membership Application
Please complete in BLOCK letters
Surname ------------------------------------------------- Given Names
Address
_____________________________________________________ State ____________________________________ Postcode ______
Birth Date ---------------------- Home Phone -------------------------------- Work Phone
Club _________________________ Occupation _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Sex M / F

Please read and sign Membership Declaration below
Please provide the following information and tick appropriate boxes:
Instructor

HGFA Number (if known):

Membership Tjpe: New Member
Visiting Pilot Member
Hang Gliding
Discipline:

D
D
D

Renewal
Short Term Member
Paragliding

D
D
D

Re-joining Member
Subscription Only
Microlighting

D
D
D

Family Member

D

Parascending

D

Membership Declaration (must be signed to gain membership)
I, the undersigned, wish to apply for renewal of my H GFA membership and H GFA Pilot Certificate/s and Endorsements.
Please note: The constitution provides for a limitation of liability no persons such as officers, instructors, safety or duty officers and competition organisers
and their helpers to an amount which can actually be recovered under the HGFA insurance policy. If for any reason no amount is recoverable, the liability is nil.

I understand that membership entides me

to

Pilot Certificates and Endorsements to operate the specified aircraft in accordance with Civil Aviarion Regulations and the

HGFA O perations Manual and Third Party Liability Insurance within Australia ($ 1,000 excess).
I am aware thar the H GFA is assisted by the Ausrralian Sports Commission, and as a result understand that the HGFA Doping Policy condemns the use of performance
enhancing substances as both dangero us to health and contrary
I hereby agree

to

to

the ethics and ideals of sporr.

abide by the constitution, rules and regularions of the H GFA.

Members Signature __________________________________________________________________ Date

Payment Details
HGFA Membersh ip fees ($ 110 Full or $55 Family, $3 0 Joining fee) (For family members, please provide name offoll member with whom you reside.)

$ ______

Regional Development Levy (Determined by your State/Region of residence - see above)

$ ------------

Weightsh ift Microlighr Levy ($20) (For H C 6- PC motorised endorsement also)

$ ------------

Tota/Amount due (and enclosed)

$ - ---------

I wish to pay by: C heque D Postal O rder D

Credit Card D

Card Num beJ'______ /_______ /_______ / _______ Expiry Date ------_/--- -

(Visa, MasterCard, Bankcard only)
Cardhol.der's name ___________________________________ Cardhol.der's Signature _________________________________ Dated,_____________
Hang Gliding Federation of Australia, PO Box 558, Tumut NSW 2720 Phone: 069-472888, Fax: 069-474328
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SOUTH COAST .
HANG GLIDING CENTRE

FLVTANDEM®
Stanwell Park

Equipment by

HANG GLIDING SCHOOL
Our phone number has changed to 03 53492845,
our Mobile number is still 014678734.
We have a number of gliders available for
test flights, incl. XT165, Sting 154 & Shark
144 & 156.

Hang Gliding Courses,
Refresher Courses,
Instructional Tandem Flights
and Gift Vouchers.
Equipment and Accessories.
Available 7 days. To arrange your lesson or
to test fly a Moyes Glider.
Call Chris Boyce (042) 94 9994

with
Over 15 Years Experience
cal/Tony Armstrong
Active Air Sports

(042) 949 999

THE RIGHT ALTITUDE
IIMicrolights"

Air Support
Hang Gliding & Paragliding

Stanwell Park

APCO
Paragliders & Accessories
Moyes
Hang Gliders
Airborne & Air Support
Instructional Tandem Flights

Victoria

Standing on a hill all day, waiting
on the weather?
Get a Trike. We have the largest range of
trikes in Australia and New and used aircraft in stock. We sell everything for trikes.
Call Tony Dennis CFI Pilot Examiner (0418)
574068. Fax (057) 626227. Benalla, Victoria.
Email: rightalt@benalla.net.au

Sydney Hang
Gliding Centre

Hang Gliding & Paragliding

Sales, Service and Instruments
• Hang Gliding
• Tandem Hang Gliding
• Sky Floating
• Microlights
Agents for Moyes, Airborne and Wills Wing.
larry Jones - Judy Manning
Ph: (085) 563030, Fax: (085) 574113,
Mobile: 018 815094.

New South Wales (continued)

New South Wales (continued)

New South Wales

South Australia

UP & AWAY Paragliding School

Open 7 days

* AustraiJan FliQht TOUIS * Paragliding * Hang Gilding * Mle/alltes

High Adventure Airpark
Pacific Highway, Johns River NSW 2443
• Sites for hang & paraglider pilots
• Uncrowded soaring & training sites for
all wind directions within a 15km radius
• Winch & Aerotow facilities on site
• Flying & teaching all year round
• Novice refreshers & endorsement certificates
• Group & club discounts
• Just 4 hours from Sydney, with affordable
clean & scenic accommodation
Contact Lee Scott on 065 565265.

• Restricted Pilot Licence Course
• Conversion Course for Hang Glider Pilots
• Intermediate Skills Course
• Tow Endorsement (PG & HG)
• Motorised Paraglider Endorsement
• Tandem Flights
• Introductory Day
• Gift Vouchers
• Guided Flight Tours throughout the
Country & Overseas
• Equipment: Suppliers of UP and FREEX
• All HG & PG Equipment available at our
new Shop in Stanwell Park
All the above courses are HGFA approved

As well as training, we also offer many
ranges of gear, including custom made
AIR SUPPORT harnesses. Enquire for
brochures and price lists for new or 2nd
hand gear. Call Forrest on 02 94502674,
0412273552 (8am-8pm).

The Sydney
Paragliding Centre
Stanwell Park

UP & AWAY

Paragliding Courses, Instructional
Tandem Flights, Sale of Equipment,
Accessories and Ezy Eyes.
Available 7 days.
Call Mark Mitsos on
(042) 949065 (ph/fax) or 018 864083.

24 Railway Crs, Stanwell Park NSW 2508
Pascal Ferret Ph: 042 943533, fax: 042 949250
Danny Scott Ph: 042943240, mob: 0419 436747
Shop: 042 943880.

To advertise here, phone or fax
Skysailor on 042943732.
Deadline for April issue is 1 March.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~--

SKYSAILOR CLASSIFIEDS ORDER FORM
Private classifieds are free to financial members, providing the membership number is
quoted. Ads appear for 1 issue only. For non-members and commercial advertisers the
following rates apply:
Per standard typeset line (approx. 6 words)
$2 (minimum charge $8)
Per small B/W picture or logo scanned
$10
Special typesetting
$1 per line
First few words appear automatically in bold .
These rates take effect from 1 December 1996.
Deadline is the 1st of the month, four weeks prior to the issue in which you want your
ad to appear. Payment is in advance.

To appear in the following issues (for commercial ads only):
April
June

o
o

August
October

o
o

December
February

0
0

Instructions for enclosed pictures, logos or special typesetting:

Classified ad text:

Classifieds section:
Hang Gliders
Paragliders
Microlights

0
0
0

NSW
QLD
VIC
ACT

0
0
0
0

SA
WA
TAS
NT

o
o
o
o

Wanted
Stolen
Lost & Found
Other

0
0
0
0

Invoicing address (free for current members):
Name: ________________________________________________
Membership Number (for private ads only):
Business name (commercial ads only):
Address:
City ______________________________________________
State _________________ Postcode _______________________
Phone

-----------------------------------------------

Skysailor Classifieds MAIL: -PO Box 197, Helensburgh, NSW 2508 OR FAX: 042 943732 OR EMAIL: skysail@ozemail.com.au
Skysailor 41

DON'T FORGET!
Deadline for the next issue is 1 March
""~''<t<:,~

~.

!.:'

Private classifieds are free

mem~ers

to
if the membersh.ip
number IS quoted. Commercial
rates of $1 per line apply to non-members
and commercial advertisers. For more
details, refer to Classifieds order form.
, ~~. '

HANG GLIDERS
AND EQUIPMENT

New South Wales
Aero Race 150 int, only 8 hrs airtime, fluoro
pink LE, grey then white TE. Crisp cond.,
side & top wires replaced for safety, suit
smaller person, $1,500. Ph : Matt or Wynn
042 943004/ 0414 943004.
Airborne XC Sting 166 nov/int, red LE,
white US, EC. Much loved glider, leaving
the sport, $1,800 with pod & helmet.
Ph: Wal 043 329228.
Blade Race 141 exp int, low airtime, GC/
$2,500. Ph : Gerry or Phil on 019617935
or 041 2237178.
Blade Race 132 exp int, great all round
glider, light weight, quick set up/ easy to
fly with sink rate of larger gliders, low hrs.
Test fly at Stanwell any timer best 132
around. As new $2/950 ono. Ph: Greg
042942212.
Blade Race 132 exp int, 10 mths old, pilots
50-75 kg, low hrs, looks & goes great.
Going very cheap, less than half price.
Ph : 042 942212 (h), 014 842190.
STOP Holsworthy - Save Stanwell Park!
Foil 160B int, excellent cond., very low hrs,
crisp sail, red LE, yellow US/ $750 ono.
Ph: Chris 066 882213.
Sting 118 nov/int, little user red scrim,
white/black sail, only $1 /990. Ph : Helen
046311550 or Col 0419 624763.
Sting 118 nov/int, 20 hrs, still crisp, rainbow
colours, $1,900 ono. Ph : 0295411579.
Sting 154 nov/i nt, in good flying condition,
with near new front entry harness, $2,250.
Ph : Tony 042 949999.
Sting 154 nov/int, VGC, 50hrs, mylar LE,
speed bar, wheels, $2,500. Also:
Blade Race 141 exp int, VGC/ ex-Nelson
Howe, $2/950. Skyline harness, nonbackplate type, VGC/ $850. Ph : Clive
049434900 or 018 293615.
Water bed for a glider. The top half of 6
metres of 300mm water pipe cut in half.
Ph : Greg Roberts 02 99796699.
Wiils Wing HP-AT 158 int, 1993/ EC, crash
freer $1,800 ono. Also Flytec 3040 vario,
Bautek harness & helmet. Ph : 02 99994362.
XS 155 exp in!, new flying wires, manual, &
batten profile. Best offer. Also: Cocoon
harness with parachute, altimeter & vario.
Best offer. Front rack designed to suit
Falcon/Fairmont late model, using 50mm
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piper easy to place and remove . Ph: Leo
0295694916 (Leichardt).
Xtralite 137 exp int, 1993/ It blue LE/yeliow
& blue US/ spare DT, flies well, $1,450 ono .
Ph: 048 494516.

Queensland
Combat 152 parts. LE bars, basetube,
crossbars, battens, glider bag. Offers.
Ph : Steven Smith 0732042995.
GTR 162 Worldbeater exp int, red LE,
blue/orange US/ VGC/ $350. Also:
Xtralite 147 exp int, as new cond., low hrs,
no marks, $3/500. Ph: 0738823436.
Moyes pod, med. sizer blue, with chute,
$400. Also: Sjostrom vario in EC, $300;
UHFs: GME 40ch handheld, new battery
with mains & car chargers $250, Uniden
40ch car mount with aerial, etc, $150.
Ph : John 079 577212.
Xtralite 137 exp int, 1993/ It blue LE,yeliow
& blue US/ spare DT, flies well, $1,450 ono .
Ph: 076 658133.

on handset. Same model used for training
of new pilots and launching regulars.
Perfect for the Flatlands. Imagine, no line
breaks and instant pressure release
without a knife - super safe, super smooth!
Price $650 or offers. Will transport
anywhere. Ph: Ken in Canberra 062591274.

South Australia
Xtralite 137 Mylar exp int, fluoro green/
fluoro orange US, low hrs, main sail
immac ., couple of marks on Scrim LE,
worth over $3/000. Will deliver for $2/500
or swap for Mylar 164 Xtralite. Ph: Chris
0883252624 (h), 08 82966107 (w).

Northern Territory
Moyes XT 145 nov, GC/ green, orange &
whiter $1,500. Dart (pod) harness, suit 150180cm tall, with emergen'cy parachute,
$300. Ph: Dave Richards 08 89622586 (h),
0889620328 (w).

Western Australia
Blade 153 adv, flies well, new side wires,
GC, $1,500. Ph: 09 3328665 (leave message).

Victoria

Combat 11152 adv, great colours, great
performer, EC, $1/500. Ph: Gerry Meyer
093819302.

Instruments: Top ofthe range Ball model
M50, digital altimeter to 27/000ft, dual range
va rio, adj. vario damping & adj. audio for lift
& sink. Barograph with PC interface cable
& software. Also displays airspeed,
barometric pressure, air temp. & vario
averager. Incl. dual rechargeable batteries.
As new $ 1/090. Ph: 03 97621364.
XS 142 adv, as new cond ., 30 hrs airtime,
great colours, needs to be seen to be
·appreciated. Best offer. Ph : 051 339258.
XS 155 exp int, kingpost hang, recently flew
142km, greatto fly, white with power rib,
orange LE & TE, $1 ,300 ono. Ph : 059 786388
(w), 018 390560.
XS 155 exp int, blue LE, white $ mauve US/
with batten profile & manual, new side
wires. Also : Skytech Fl ight Deck. Ph : Mike
03 52554445.
XT 165 nov/i nt, EC, 25hrs, scrim LE, spare
DT, batten profile, owners manual, $2,500.
Ph: 03 97290193 (h), 03 97208600 (w).

ACT

0

Gyro 180 nov, GC with harness, $800 ono.
Ph: 06 2824943.
Payout winch, as new, perfect for ~ara 
glider or hang glider. Towbar mounted disk
brake payout drum and electric rewind
assembly with handheld pressure control!
emergency release on the end of a 20ft
line. Designed for use by passenger/
observer or driver. Audible payout monitor

Firebird Navajo 27 lOA, 1B,1C, int/adv,
EC 50 hrs airtime, still crisp, ideal first perf.
canopy, $1/000. Ph : Richard 019 656296.
Phocus 29 0 HV2, 12A, 90-11 Okg, GC, low
airtime, no repairs, sacrifice price $1/800.
Also: UP Soul (L) DHV2, new, orange/whiter
$2/200. Ph: Gerry or Phil on 019 617935
or 041 2237178.

Xtralite 147 exp int, clear scrim LE, red US/
mylar TE, low hrs, EC. Ph: Scott 0754475682
(h), 07 54475888 (w) Sunshine Coast.

Arai Tangent GPS Compatible Vario with
cable for Garmin GPS. Hardly used. $1/100.
Ph: Craig Martinson 03 95928382 (h) or
0419 374958.

Airwave Samba 2612A suit int/adv pilot,
70-90kg, clean, green flying machine.
This glider has only 25 hrs airtime & still
smells new $3/200. Ph: Jason 015 636384
or fax 065 565265.

Moyes Mars 170 nov, green LE, yellow
sail, VGC, well looked after, $700 ono. Also:
Moyes GTR 148 int, GC/ rebuilt to factory
drawings, $500. Ph : Jim Sherlock
094794862 (h), 09 3301554 (w).
Sting 154 nov/int, Manufact. 7/93, orange &
blue US/ lilac LE, white TS. In EC, purchased
from a SSO in NSW, flying time only 20 hrs,
Unfortunately, I have never flown it & must
sell due to ill health. $2/00 ono. Also: Icom
IC40 radio, $250 & training harness, $80.
All are open to offers. Ph: Don 09 4545045
or 0412 987582.
XT 145 nov/int, one owner, EC, small glider
suits novice due to greater wing loading &
control. Ph : 09 3415271 or 09 4467950.

ProDesign Contest 48 Afnor Competition
certification, 20 months old, 30 hrs air time .
GC/ weight range 80-105kg . $2,222 ono!
Also harness Skyline (4 yrs old, tear in
back pocket) $170. Call Felix on 067 752395
(h), or 067733191 (w).
Paratech P40 nov/int, 12A, 90 hrs, $950.
Ph : 018 251765.
Swing Axis 112611A,lC, EC, pink/purple
top/ white bottom, clean & crispy. Speed
system & trimmers, no porosity ortears.
Very good int. canopy with good XC perf.,
$1/200 ono. Ph: Suzy 042 943732.
UP Race harness, latest model, incl. SupAir backplate, radio pocket, provisions for
ballast, quick release carabiners,
integrated speed system, excellent
harness for XC or comps, aerodynamic
design, great weightshift, lay back or sit up
position. Retails $1/200, sell $900. Also:
Nova Xyon26 DHV2-3, high performance &
safety with great handling, 80hrs, great
cond., weight range 85-105kg, blue/white,
$3/100. Nova Phocus 129 DHV2, with
performance & safety, purple/green,
complete set of new lines, 295hrs, weight
range 95-120kg, tear strength & porosity
tested, bargain at$1,200. Charly Reserve
revolution 2/ in EC, never used, pulled apex,
double cap, DHV certified, weight range
100-120/ only $600. Ph: Peter Bowyer, APT
0295254175 (ph/fax) or 015660881 for a
test fly.

,Queensland
- - - PARAGLIDERS
Please note: All paragliders
offered for Side must state their
certification standard, otherwise they will
be labelled with 'No Certification
Information Supplied (NCIS)',

New SouthOWales

0

Airwave Voodoo II 26m2 0 HV2, 11 A, 1C/ 70100 kg all up pilot weight range, 40 hrs
airtime, sail still crispy, in EC. Has trimmers,
suit nov/int pilot, incl. Airbulle harness &
backplate with packed reserve, ready to
go. Large carry bag fits all & special hook
in carabiners, all in EC. Whole package a
steal at $2,550. Ph: Greg 042942817.
Airwave Paragliders now in stock for
beginner to advanced pilots. New &
secondhand . Ph: Lee Scott 065 565265
all enqu iries.

Edel Energy (L) DHV 3, purple on top/ 8 hrs
airtime, in EC. Sell for $2,500. Ph: Jorg on
07 55752096 or 0418 764085.

Victoria
Edel Saber (L) DHV2, Performance, pilot
weight 70-90 kg, almost new, only 4 hrs
flying, selling to buy next size up. Save $700
on new price, only $3/800 for the best perf.
glider around . Ph: 0394311502.
Edel Energy L. Performance glider, DHV 2-3/
80 hrs, EC, $2,700. Ph : Craig Martinson
0395928382 or 0419 374958.
Edel Space 24 12A, suit novice, 35hrs old,
pilot weight 60-75kg, all up weight 75-95kg,
$2,400. Also harnesses: Sup-Air, EC, $400/
Edel Prolite, EC, $530/ Edel Hero, never
used, $500. Ph: Graeme Sim pson
0395000725 (w) or 015 359367.

Firebird Marlin 26m2 DHV2, blue & white,
all up weight range 70-110 kg, suits nov-int
pilot, 45 hrs, in EC, $2,500. Ph: Tim Byrne
0357776588 (h), 018 356123.

Lynx communication system with VHF
radio, tow gear & trailer. If you want to buy
a 2nd hand trike you will buy this one,
$14,500. Ph: 065 581274 or 018181071.

Pro Design Contest 26m2, Afnor
'Competition', excellent performance &
safety record, only 40 hrs airtime, in EC,
weight range 75-95 kg all up, $2,500. Also:
Uvex full face helmet (L), with built in Icom
HS-51 headset, in GC, $270 - a bargain
price. Also: Aircotec Alibi II vario, still in
GC, after 6 faultless yrs of service. Suit 1st
time buyer, instruction manual & spec
sheet inc!. Bargain at $400. Ph: Bruce
Harrop 03 94312212 (h), 03 9490311 i (w).

Airborne Edge 582 T2-2636, immac. cond.,
250 hrs, 582 C-type, in-flighttrim, Icom A20
radio, Aerial Pursuits intercom, 2 helmets,
remote aerial, full set of covers, trailer,
$15,800. Ph: 066425063.

Trekking Diablo 12A, 16hrs airtime, VGC, all
up weight 55-75kg, purple mylar TS, pink &
yellow US. Safe 1st glider for lighter pilot,
$1,250. Ph: 060 243005 (h).

Northern Territory
Airwave Black Magic 24m2 nov, NCIS,
GC, suit 55-85kg pilot, inc!. harness, $1,500.
Ph: Dave Richards 08 89622586 (h),
0889620328 (w).

IIII!!:
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TRIKES
Please note: All powered hang
. . gliders (trikes) offered for sale
must state their registration number,
otherwise they cannot be accepted
for publication.

New South Wales
Airborne Arrow 2, dual ignition, 503, low
hrs, many extras, $6,500 ono. Ph: John
Burgess 069 544102.
Airborne Buuard Tl-2051, 532 Rotax, pod,
soft sides, 2 blade prop, ASI tacho, water
. temp., alt., flies & looks great, $6,000.
Ph: 069 598244.
Airborne Edge Executive T2-2678, shades
of blue with yellow tail, less than 2 yrs old,
kept in hangar, has everything, full instr.,

engine, EC. Priced to sell $16,900.
Ph: Lee 065 565265.

Pegasus Flash T2-2741, shades of red in
excellent condition, always kept in hangar,
$10,000 ono. Ph: 065 581274 or 065 585503.
Pegasus Flash 2 T2-2741, 462 LC, EGT, CHT,
Alt., approx. 200 hrs, great cond., flies well,
always hangared, terrific buy for a first
2-seater trike. Urgent sale, $8,000 ono.
Ph: Ted 065 585503.
Quantum Q2 Sport T2-2736. Full instr. inc!.
dual EGT & VSI, 503 electric start & Arplast
prop, Icom VHF radio & headsets, wing
covers & trike covers, 170 hrs, $22,500.
Training & custom trailer optional.
Ph: Microlight Flying & Training Centre,
Wagga, 069 217397 or 018693640.

Skylink Trike T2-2537, (above) side by side
seating. Only 85 genuine hrs TI. As new
condition, full instr. incl. ASI, VSI, ALT, temp,
RPM, compass & hour meter. Complete
maint. log, flight log & spares, carbon fibre
3 blade adj. IVO prop, electric carby heat,
full harness belts, fitted BRS ballistic
emerg. chute. Very reliable, safe & flies
beautifully. Only one fastidious owner from
new. Incl: Custom trailer with lockable tool
box, full trike & wing covers, VHF Icom
MKll radio & trike fitted VHF aerial, 2
Ultra com helmets with intercom & PPT.
This is the best value trike on the market.
Complete as described: $9,950 delivered
FOC NSW or VIC. Ph: 0299722853, fax: 02
99825471, email: hosier@ozemail.com.au
Airborne Trike Tl-2085, Rotax 447 air
cooled, 150 hrs, log available & just been
overhauled, Rotax service sheets available.
Agent found to be in EC. Set up & always
hangared. Greattrike at a cheap price
$4,850. Ph: Microlight Flying & Training
Centre, Wagga, 069 217397 or 018 693640.
Edge Executive 582 T2-2658, with the
works, inc!. trailer & aero tow system,
190 hrs flighttime with a fully rebuilt

Quantum 462 T2-2766, TI 65hrs, Reg 6/97,
full instruments, log & maintenance
books. Very smart, condition A1. Ph:
Don 0419421257.

Victoria
Edge 582 T2-2542, full instr., electric start,
EGT, pod cover, engine primer kit, 329 hrs
TI, engine rebuild at 289 hrs, Icom A20,
Comunica intercom & helmets, trailer.
$16,000 ono. Ph: Michael or Doug Berglund
03 98016404.

ACT

.

.

Airborne Arrow 2, Reg No 95/10 1050,
Rotax 447, TI 138 hrs, red pod, blue/white
wings, all in VGC. Always dismantled &
garaged when not flying. TOP approved,
Certificate issued. Will deliver in NSW,
$5,000 ono. Ph: 06 2724660 (w), 06 2489465 (h).

South Australia

Pegasus XLR T2-2585, Rotax 462 high
power, 230 hrs, full covers & log
books, always hangared, EC, $11,500.
Ph: 0411 174629.

Lost IStolen
Paraglider wing with hang glider control
frame: The "Cage". Sail white & blue,
harness black & pink, bag grey & pink.
Unique in Australia. Lost at Kings Cross
in Sydney 12/12/96. Ph : Steve Moyes
023875622.
La Mouette Topless stolen 28 Dec 96 at
Hay comp from Mid Western Hwy near
Gunbar South, NSW. White sail with thin
blue stripe & huge Red Bull logo, packed in
silver UV bag . Ph: Steve Moyes
023875622 or Guido on 041 8230227.
Swing Axis, mostly yellow with pink &
purple & star patch. Stolen from Stanwell
Park kiosk 1/97. Ph: Bruce 0362503431 .
All black Moyes pod harness (5'5"), complete tow box with electronic tow meter,
3 bridles, etc. All taken from Rainbow
Beach on 27/8. Ph: Tony 07 38314524.

Other
FLYING CENTER OF MEXICO Flying
Holidays Ph/Fax: +(525) 652 66 66,
Web site: http://www.infoabc .com/pous
E-Mail: pous@servidor.unam.mx
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SUB S C RIP T ION S'
Skysailor is available·to non-members
of the HGFA by subscription.
Contact the HGFA office on
ph: 069 472888 or fax: 069 474328
for more information or any enquiries.

Airborne Edge 503 T2-2692, 27 hrs,
extensive damage to trike base & wing
fabric, Icom radio plus intercom & 2
helmets. Sell for best offer. Ph: 08 3227251.

New HGFA merchandise
Available from PO Box 558, Tumut NSW 2720 Phone: 069472888 or Fax: 069 474328

HGFA MERCHANDISE
@

$30 Polo Shirt with embroidered HGFA logo
in white, green & navy (sizes 16 to 24)

@

$15 Beginning Coaching (Australian
Sports Commission)

@

$40 Rugby Top with embroidered HGFA logo
in navy & green (sizes 16 to 24)

@

$20 Better Coaching (Australian
Sports Commi ssion)

@

$12 Cap with HGFA colour logo red, blue or navy

@

@

$6 Embroidered badge (no postage fee required)

@

$4.95 Metal lapel badge with colour enamel
HGFA logo (no postage fee required)

$7 Topographic Maps
(1 :100,000 or 1:250,000, etc.
Provide detail s separately)

@

$10 HGFA Operations Manual *

@

$1 .50 HGFA Car sticker (no postage fee required)

@

$15 HGFA Operations Manual Binder*

@

$55 HGFA Hang Gliding Training Video

@

$8 HGFA Log Book*

@

$10 HGFA Competitions Manual

* Replacement Prices only - These items are issued free with initial
Full Membership

@

HGFA Towing Manual- No Charge

@

$3.00 POST AND PACKING (Bulk orders sent C.O.D.)
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All correspondence, including
\ W'" ~ changes of address, membership
' ~~ ' renewals, short term
memberships, rating forms and other
administrative matters should be sent to:

North Queensland
12 Van Eldik Ave, Andergrove QLD 4740;
Pres: Gerry Gerus, Ph : 019 617935,
Ph/Fax: 070 34145; SecfTrs: Ron Huxhagen,
Ph : 079 552913, Fax: 079 555133

Hang Gliding Federation of Australia

HGAWA
PO Box 82, South Perth WAS 6151;
Pres: Gary Bennett, 09 3804357; Vice-Pres:
Julian McPherson, 09 2279266; Trs: Dave
Hegney, 09 2917489; Sec: Michael Derry,
093415271 ; RAPAC Rep: Steward
McPherson, 09 3675884 or 0419 919400;
PG Rep: Evan Williams, 09 4585454 (h);
Trike Rep: Graham McDonald, 09 4186461 (w),
093649226 (h).

Executive Director: Ian Jarman
PO Box 558, Tumut NSW 2720,
Ph : 069472888, Fax: 069474328.
President: Rohan Grant
Ph : 03 62337638 (w), 03 62311112 (h), Fax:
0362333311 , Rohan .Grant@cc d.tas.gov.au
Operations Manager: Craig Worth
Ph/Fax: 065 592713, Mobile: 018 657419,
hgfaops@midcoast.com.au
Vice-President: Robert Woodward
38 Addison Rd, Black Forest SA 5035,
Ph : 08 2325405 (w), 08 2977532 (h),
Fax: 08 2237345.
Secretary: Shaun Keane
PO Box 81 , Lyons ACT 2606,
Ph/Fax: 06 2998792 (h), 018 697820 (w).
Treasurer: Jenny Ganderton
61 Patterson St. Forbes NSW 2871,
Ph : 068 521455 (w), 068 514148 (h).
Board Members
Lee Scott
High Adventure Airpark, Pacific Hwy,
Johns River NSW 2443, Ph/Fax: 065 565265.

VicHGPA
PO Box 400, Prahran VIC 3181 ;
Pres: Jeremy Torr 0397705770 (w);
Sec: Megan, 053 338423 (w).
TasHGA
PO Box 543, Mowbray TAS 7248;
Sec: Steve Drinkald, 003 26732711 .
SAHGA
1 Sturt St, Adelaide SA 5000; Ph: 08 84101391,
Fax: 08 8211 7115. Pres: Jonathan Foote,
0882813144; Sec: Stu McClure, 08 82973452;
Trs: Gary Stockton, 08 83772535.
I

'Clubs

Michael Zupanc
Lot 2 Pimpama Rd, Jacobs Well QLD 4208,
Ph: 0755462412 (h), 018 662328,
zupy@ozemaiLc om.au

QUEENSLAND
Cairns Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Russell Krantz, 070 541085; Vice -Pres:
Nev Akers, 070 512438; Sec: Kasanda
Brease; Trs: Lance Keogh.

Rachael Bain
11/100 Chewing St, Page AC12614,
Ph : 06 2806033 (w), 06 2548834 (h),
Fax: 06 2807074.

Capricorn Skyriders Club
Pres: Brian Hampson, 079 226527;
Sec: Geoff Craig, 079 923137;
Brian Smith 079 287958.

Rohan Holtkamp
RMB 236B Western Hwy, Trawalla VIC
3373, Ph/Fax: 053 492845.

Canungra Hang Gliding Club Inc
Pres: Phil Hystek, 07 55437237;
Vice-Pres: Peter Beard, 07 33487150;
Sec: Mark Plenderleith, 07 38641477;
Trs: Yves Collins, 07 33487150;
SSO: Ken Hill, 07 55435631.

Keith Lush
5 Fortune St, South Perth WA 6151, Ph : 09
3679066 (w), 09 3673479 (h), Fax: 09 4741202.
Microlight Public Relations contact:
Paul Haines
Ph/fax/ta m 042 941031 .
Safety & Operations Committee, Pilot
Development & Training Committee contact
HGFA Operations Manager.
For information about site ratings, sites and
other local matters, contact the appropriate
state associations region or club.

States & Regions
Southern Region NSW
1B Park Ave, Tahmoor NSW 2573;
Pres: James Nathaniel, (046) 810641.
Northern NSW Region
Pres: Dane Snelling, 02 99384420 (w),
0299799069 (h); Sec: Ian Duncan,
029189962; Trs: Glenn Salmon, 02 9180091.
ACTHGA
PO Box 3496, Manu ka ACT 2603;
Pres: Peter Blackwell; Sec: Mark Sullivan;
Trs: Stephen Young; SSO: Peter Dall,
062684139 (w), 06 2813746 (h).
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,Conondale XC Fliers Club Inc
13 Cottman St, Buderim QLD 4556,
Fax: 07 54451897.
Gladstone Hang Gliding Club
4 Cairncross St. Gladstone QLD 4690;
Trs: Pat Purcell, 079 793414;
Sec: Sandy Gemmell r 079 750232;
PR: Hans Respondek, 079 721203.
Sunshine Coast Hang Gliding Club
53 Yungar St, Coolum QLD 4573; Pres:
Michael Powell, 07 54742249 or 018166320;
Vice-Pres: Mal Price, 0754480038;
Sec!Trs: Cathy Edmunds, 07 54463421 ;
SSO: Dave Cookman, 0754498573.
Townsville Hang Gliding Association Inc
Pres: Gary Rogers, 077 538565 (w),
077 792645 11 (h); Vice-Pres: Peter Scarfe,
077 721766 (w), 077 212666 (h); SecfTrs:
Brad Cooper, 077 792853 (h), fax 077 815230;
SSO: Graeme Etherton, 077 724467.'
Whitsundays Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Wayne Smith, 079 513392;
SecfTrs: Ron Huxhagen, 079 552913,
Fax: 079 5 55 122.

NEW SOUTH WALES
Byron Bay Hang Gliding Club Inc
Pres: Brian Rushton, 066 290354; Sec: Gavin
Ray, 066 847328; SSO: Neil Mersham
066858768 or 018 441742; Meetings: 1st
Wed/month,7 pm Bangalow Bowling Club.
Central Coast Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Russell Skillen, 018 404254;
Sec: Mark Steele, 043 321277; Trs: Mick
Hoipo, 043 282871; SSO: Ian Duffy
018439612; Meetings: 2nd Wed/month,
The Entrance RSL Club 7.30 pm.
Central West Hang Gliding Club ,
Pres: Len Patori, 068 537220;
Sec: Jenny Ganderton 068 514148;
Trs: Mark Madden, 063 622927.
Great Lakes Hang Gliding Club Inc
Pres: Jim Parsons, 065 554077; Sec: Steve
Tinson, 065 545700 (w), 065 558091 (h).
lIIawarra Hang Gliding Club Inc
Pres: George Barrie, 042 855567; Sec:
Warwick Kelly, 042 261707; SSO: James
Nathaniel, 046 810641 ; Meetings: 1st
Wed/month, Mountain Top Cafe, Mt Keira .
Kosciusko Alpine Paragliding Club
Pres: Roger Lilford, 06 2815404 (h); Sec: Lisa
Ryrie, 06 2359120 or 062359060; SSO: Heinz
Gloor, 064 576019 (w), 064 567171 (h),
Lower Blue Mountains HG Club Inc
Pres: Graeme Garlick, 02 96286245; Sec: Alan
Bond, 02 98995351 , 9 Finchley PI, Glenhaven
NSW 2353; SSO: David Middleton, 02 96236961 ,
Meetings: LastTue/m onth, Sportsman
Hotel, Kildare Rd, Blacktown, 7.30pm.
Mid North Coast Hang Gliding Association
Pres: Paul Hazelgrove, 018 657366;
Sec/SSO: Lee Scott, 065 565265;
Ben Leonard, 065 821966.
Mudgee District Sport Aviation Club Inc
Sec: Darryl Ashlin, 063742536;
SSO: Bruce Barcham, 063 742092.
Newcastle Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Peter Ebeling 049 585193;
Sec: Michael Bristow, 049 524856; ,
Trs: Billo 049 438996; PG Rep: Ian
Ladyman, 049 448946; SSO: Ross
Duncan, 049 431900; Meetings: Last
Wed/month, Souths Leagues Club,
Northern Beaches Hang GlidinQ Club Inc
Pres: John Clark, 02 99972842 (h);
Sec: Mike Warner; SSO (PG): Mike
Eggleton, 02 94517127; SSO (HG+PG):
Forrest Park, 02 94502674.
Stanwell Park Club
PO Box 258, Helensburgh NSW 2508;
Pres: Rob Fakes, 042 942273 (h) or
015237565; Sec: Karen Lederer, 042 942273
or 0411 362273; Trs. Ian Lobb; SSO: Pascal
Ferret, 042 943533.
Sydney Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Dick Heffer, 02 93872613; Sec: John
Trude, 02 98873371 ; Trs: Greg Wilson,
0298184704; PR: Mark Hellier, 02 93515475;
Meetings: 2nd Mon/month, Moyes Factory
Loft, 173 Bronte Rd, Waverley.
Sydney Paragliding Club
Pres: Deidre Skillen, 02 97275087 (h);
Vice-Pres: Rob Schroettner, 042 674499 (h),
015926581 (mob); Sec: Ashley Bennett
0298718081 (h), 018 111399 (w); Trs: Roger

Montgomery, 02 99083459 (h), 02 92203199
(w); SSO: Mark Mitsos, 042 949065,
Meetings: 2nd Mon/month.
Manilla SkySailors Club Inc
Pres: Brian Shepherd, 067 852182;
SecfTrs: Felix Burkhard, 067 752395,
http://gri.une.edu.au/mss; SSO (HG):
Patrick Lenders, 067 783484; SSO (PG):
Godfrey Wenness, 067 856545.
ACT
Canberra Sports Aviation Club Inc
Pres: Allan Taylor, 06 2886311 ;
Sec: Robert Burns, 06 2591181;
Meetings: lstTue/month, The George
Harcourt Inn, Gold Creek Rd Gungahlin 8 pm.
VICTORIA
Eastern Hang Gliding Club
Pres: John Carter, 03 7285203 (h);
Sec: Glenn Sheppard, 03 97267995;
SSO: Harry Summons, 059 646055 (h),
Lance Sheppard 059 623570 (h); Member
Co-ord : Brian Lane 03 98781358; Meetings:
3rd Wed/month, Montrose Town Centre
Meeting Room, cnr Swansea Rd & Mt
Dandenong Tourist Rd, Montrose.
North East Victoria Hang Gliding Club Inc
Pres/SSO: Geoff White, 03 57501244, 018
052793; Sec: Karl Texler, 03 57501733;
Trs: David Romeril 03 57562216; Meetings:
1st Sat/month, Alpine Hotel, Bright, 7.30pm.
Southern Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Mike Slape, 03 5438331 (h);
Meetings: lstTue/month, Anchor & Hope
Hotel, 481 Church St, Richmond .
Sky High Paragliding Club
Pres: Bruce Bremner, 03 9596 2771 (h);
Vice-Pres: Phil Taylor, 03 9531 4842 ,(h) or
015354187 Sec: David Mills, 0411513404 (h);
Meetings: 1st Wed/month, Grapevine
Hotel, 59 Wellington St, Collingwood, 8pm.
Southern Cross Paragliding Inc
Pres: Craig Martinson, 03 95928382 (h);
Vice-Pres: Andy Abbott, 0419 897005;
Sec: Nic Matthews, 03 95928382 (h) or
018450626; Trs: Greg Long, 03 98221984 (h);
Meetings: Last Wed/month.
Western Victorian Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Phillip Campbell, 053 428569;
Vice-Pres: Tony Lowry, 053 356194;
Trs: Sandra Holtkamp, 053492845;
Sec: Meg Bailey, 053 492845; SSO: Rohan
Holtkamp, 053 492845; Meetings: Last
Sat/month, The Golden Age Hotel Beaufort.
WESTERN AUSTRALIA
Avon Valley Hang Gliding Club
Pres: David Drabble, 09 3071816, Vice -Pres:
Rob Stevenson 09 3647872; Sec: Stephen
Hoeffs,09 5275782; Trs: Michael Derry, 09
3415271.
Cloud Base Paragliding Club Inc
Pres: Evan Williams, 09 4585454;
Sec: Julian McPherson, 09 2279266;
Meetings: 1st Wed/month, Boulevard Ale
House East Vic Park.
Dalwallinu Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Gary Bennett, 09 3804357;
Sec: Anna Munt, 09 3772021 .
The Great Sandy Desert Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Ian Sallie, 091 798487 (h);
Sec: Joe Langford, 091 798655 (h).

Safe flyin.g l11eans taking care of
even the sl11allest details.
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leom's new IC~A22 VHF transceiver offers you big performance from an incredibly small unit ... at just 152 mm in length
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it's our smallest ever avionics transceiver. It may be small but the IC~A22 has an amazing memory of 50 frequencies,
plus you get a 6~character alphanumeric message capability... very handy for storing information such as VOR ID's or airport
ID's for easy recall and quick visual recognition. To get the full story on our new powerful little performer
talk to the avionics experts at leom or your nearest leom dealer.
Call free on 1800 338 915 or write to lcom Australia Pty. Ltd.
7 Duke Street Windsor Victoria 3181 P.O. Box 1162
Ph: (03) 9529 7582 Fax: (03) 95298485 A.C.N. 006 092 575
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